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:all Enrollment ’President
Ireaks Record
record -breaking enrollment
20.402 students start classes;
ay and another 600 are expect to enroll this week.
This number is a new high.
it fall’s registration was 19.500
I spring semester registration
I more than 18,000.
Atm Jose Stoe’s vice president,
William.
Dusel expressed
lies last week that the enroll ’ft could be kept at 20.000.
.

President Robert D. Clark said
had deep sympathy for those
dents who cannot be admitted to
.S because of the new trustee de;ion to limit first-time enroll on) of freshmen and transfer
.udents.
First-time freshmen and transere being limited to 3.700 this
*der and 475 next semester,
’Piing to Dr. Dusel.
teat numbers of students we,.
ed admission, said Dr. Dus.
WO an exact number is iii
ently available.
Nistration officially began te.
t students last Wednesdit.N
en graduates and seniors "L’H
utigh "Z" picked up their regration packets.
lowever, these students were
allowed to register until 7:30
Long
be
morning.
tursday
., out! time ,tudents began tin-

i68*Groups
ign Cause
M Non-Bias
total of 168 SJS campus f, 4a lions have signed non-di , .
dilation agreements. Ineltal..,
, 15 fraternities and 12 so titles.
rhe administrative department
delighted with 100 percent so/val." Dean Cornelia Tomes, aslate dean of students in charge
activities, said. "It is my belief
of wanted to sign it," she connied.
rhe Greek system at SJS was
"St approached with the clause
1959. Organizations were given
.111 Sept. 1, 1964. to sign.
Since 1959, a number of conferIreS and conventions have licen
id to discuss the pros and cons
the clause. If campus group,
tied t I, sign the clause, thio
mid not be considered approved
Using and would be unable to
rticipate in campus events as an
pnized group.
Itesults of the clause at S.IS
unanimous, but they werenH
other college campuses. Acael.,
Jeernity at the University .1
fornia at Berkeley and Lou
ch State failed to sign the
el:note. Fon. sororit ies at San
0,ego State also refused to sign it.
In essence, the code says that
g ups can’t discriminate on the
of race, color, religion or national origin.

Tryouts Set For
Arthur Miller Hit
Reading to outs ler SJS Inama
llepartment’s first production of
the semester. "Death of A Salesman," will be continued tonight
fit 7:30 In the College Theater.
There are roles for eight men
...1 to, women
Ail nalents registered for fall
lie tel air eligible In partivipate
the production regardless of detrtmental affiliation, according to
r. Paul W. Davee, associate Proand the play’s
ssor of
retor.
Mr. Dtivee recommends anyone
’’nig out should read the play
tor to audition. Interested mtulents may contort the professor in
for brief loan Of the script.
he play by Arthur Miller will
presented Oelliber 23, 21, 28, 29,
and 3L

2l2

a

aztatz

Spartan DaUj will nei ha
II) lids neck.
The eampus newspaper is III
blished Wednesday and Friday
ii yeti, and n ill res lllll I. its
’,Oar Mouglav through Fridav
Mention dates nest %seek.

A .h.oge ot s.. nil] be holed
against all student nho turn in
their registration in:aerials later
than 4 11.111. Dednesday, Sept.
So. Those students WWI are taking only a Wednesday Or Thursday night dabs may register on
5 to $ pin. Wednesdny or 5 to X
Thursdav, Ott I without
extra charge. No student may
register after Friday, Oct 1.

SEPTEMBER 21,

Registration
More To Come

ASB Head Pisan
Welcomes
President Clark
Welcome to San Jose State!
I know that everyone joins me
in wishing our new President, Dr.
Robert Clark, the best of success ’
as be assumes his new post.
As many of you are aware, this
year can be the beginning of a new
era for San Jose State College.

Computer Reg, Tower H.
Covered in Conference
S11111(411
l’h. /eV
the
.1
Mil lee
tvg sCOTT moonE
,-tration for SJS students teachers.
Nll’S from now may be it
a ten
RAPPORT ’PRECIOUS’
computerized dreamfast, simple,
"Rapport betvgeen professor and
and without frustrations.
student is a precious thing," the
Elect tunic computers could make former University of Oregon edupossible the distribution of courses cator stressed in the conference
room session.
in one speedy, gigantic click.
"It’s often advantageous for the
But computer registration carries a high price tag for the stu- student to continue with a prodent. Di. Robert D. Clark, SJS’ fessor he likes," President Clark
new president, believes students said.
Whether or not computers will
may not wish to pay the high price
allow the student to maintain his
of mechanization.
In a Thursday morning ques- freedom of choice is the biggest
tion and answer session, his first question, he maintained.
"Students may want to pay the
news conference since officially
assuming his new post Sept. 11, penalties of lines in order to keep
President Clark explained that this choice."

registration by computers would

ROBERT D. CLARK
. . . takes administrative reins

San Jose State President
Welcomes New Students
As the newly-appointed president sf one of California’s
oldest, largest and best institutions for higher education, I am
especially happy to extend a greeting to you as students of
San Jose State College. Your intellectual growth and educational progress rank very high or. the list of objectives the
college sets for you.
In my address to the faculty I called attention to your
generally high scholastic records. Now, as faculty and administration, we want to encourage you to reach for the highest
development of your abilities. I am particularly interested in
all honors programs now being conducted here and in the
enrichment of such programs.
The seriousness with which freshmen and their counselors
at Freshman Camp discussed scholastic matters and then
turned to exuberant good fun impressed me very much. So
much vitality is ample indication that the new academic year
holds in store much hard work and strenuous play for all of us.
As a newcomer to the campus, I share with you, particularly freshmen and transfer students, the spirit of adventure that characterizes a new year. I wish all of you, from the
youngest freshman to the oldest graduate student, a most
successful and profitable year.
ROBERT D. CLARK

City, Trustees Debate
Seventh Street Decision
The trustees also agreed that
The California State College
Board of Trustees and the city of the state will pay for the widening and improvements of the
San Jose are continuing to negostreets. ’rhe buildings were set
closing
tiate over the permanent
back from the streets when they
BOB PISANO
In the mean- were
ASB president of Seventh Street.
time the portion of Seventh Street
it n2; PIANS
Building upon the strength of our that bisects the campus will reI lie future the trus107 year existence, this college run main closed.
continue to strive for excellence in
The Board of Trustees has for- tees reeommenfled that the state
all our endeavors, whether it be , mally declared their intention to dedicate the same amount Of land
academics, activities or athletics. dedicate portions of land along along San Carlos and San FerThe key element here is--you.
San Fernando and San Carlos nando Streets lxgtween Ninth and
The greatness of an institution Stir’’ is in the event that. the city 10111 Streeis when the state acbegins in the hearts and minds ol of S11, 30til :WPCS to close Sev- quires this land for the college.
her students. We, the sbaletos. enth Street thoptigh the camp’s.
The city of San Jose is silt It.
given the necessary tfuls by the
holding final decision until the
PENIDN6
DEcIstoN
Goodly. can by nut’ every whoa
idly and state have reached same
contribute toward the building fit
Presell the g’ilV IS ladding agreement over future growth of
t
a truly great institution If higher out on a final decision to close the campus
tci its effect on city
education. It remains, however, for the street in order to work on! traffic. The city is concerned pareach one of us to make the deci- agreements with the state over ticularly over the future of Sun
sion to be a "student."
Carlos Strivt which is intended
future campus traffic problems.
In wishing each of you the best The Board of Trustees action is to become the main cross-county
for is most successful and enjoy- a step forward in settling the prob- arterial.
able year, I ask that you now lem. The slate will dedicate Xi feet
The Board of Trustees :tamed
make the division to become a stu- of limit between Seventh and to tunduet a study of Snit Carlos
dent at San Jose State College.
Ninth Streets un Suns Fernando Street with the city. Both parties
Robert Pisani,. President and 33 feet Of land along San are interested in working out IS
Associated Students
Curkm Street netween Seventh pedestrian crossing system for San
San Jose State College and Ninth.
Carlos Street.

I le iiviply (NOW,
arshiEss.
He hopes those organizations
will be able to enlarge their programs. The college itself. he said.
also hopes to find new means to
help students.
The greatest problem in the financial area, he said, arises not
out of the payments of tuition and
other expenses, "but rather the
loss of earnings while the student.
is in college."

CA MI"EN TI I I SI A STI4 "
President Clark noted that lie
Freshman camp two
attended
weeks ago with the class of 196g.
The group, he said, was "wildly
ent husiastic."
He WAS positive that touch of
the energetic actviities woe "designed to wear the students down
so they could sleep well at night."
Aside from the fun. he was impressed with the "wonderfully serious programs."

PRESERVE TOWER HALL
In respoitse to a query concerning ’rower Hall, President Clark
declared that he wants to see as
imich as possible of the building
Kest. rved.
Ile characterized Tower Hall as
EXPAND HONORS PROGRAM
A "magnificent old building." He
Expansion of the college’s honparticularly praised the "splendid
ors program was advocated by the
old tower and arcade."
Facelifting of Tower Hall, he new chief executive. He termed
explained, is now being delayed honors programs one of the most
while new construction bids are important developments in the last
being submitted. First bids, he 25 years for higher education.
Dr, Robert D. Clark, 18th presi- said,
"For a long time higher edit were considered too high and
.Het f S.I S. accepts his new Pi
itr ined tor* for moires bail
cation was not owed will
college teaching
hi %-yeae
1
responsibilities it now has," he
QUARTER SYsTEM 1.1sEIPTI:
I ackground behind him.
said.
The
quarter
system
and
its
DosFor 20 of those 33 years, PresiHonors programs don’t make it
-lent Clark was on the faculty of Mille uses at sijS evokes mixed renecessary for students to ’,lucent
actions
from
President
Clark,
who
the University of Oregon. There he
at an average pace, he explained.
rose from an assistant professor taught under both the semester SJS "has an obligation to let the
and
quarter
systems
at
University
Iii dean of the faculties.
student proceed at the rate he
of Oregon.
Born March 30, 1910, in Fronwould if he went to a very select
There’s more advantages under
tier County, Nebraska, President
private college."
the semester system if the nineClark soon moved to Colorado with
New honors programs, he emmonth academic year is used, he
his parents where he attended
phasized, must develop through
said.
school.
faculty deliberation and proposA semester’s longer time period,
In 1927 he moved to California
als. "They must arrive out of this
he explained. is more useful for
and enrolled in Pasadena College
environment and the needs of the
study purposes and the "maturing
where he obtained his A.B. destudents.’
of projects and papers."
A broader conception of the libHowever, he said, if the full
lie was granted M.A. and Ph.D.
eral arts is envisioned by Presicalendar year is used, the quarter
degrees by the University of
dent Clark. ’’A broad education in
system would overcome these disSouthern California in 1935 and
depth more and more characteradvantages and could then be
1916, respectively.
izes American eductition." he said.
useful.
"The further exrmsion of the
President Clark begun his
President Clark vigorously called
teaching career in 1931 at Pasa- for more individuality among the liberal arts to a more emceedena College where he was an as- various state colleges and believes tealized apposich to subject matsistant and an assistant professor the State College Board of Trus- ter is ine.itable. This is in spite
of some who think the liberal arts
of English until 1939.
tees also favors more autonomy.
are on the way out."
From 1939 to 1943 he was an
COUNTY STUDENTS PIRSTT
insi....oetor and an assistant
ATHLETIC DEPT. LAUDED
residents
be
givShould
county
lessor
speech at Stockton Junior
Concluding the conference, he
choice
of
admission
to
first
en
College. Ile taught at the College
gave his hearty approval to S.IS’
of the Pacific one year before SJS?
athletic department. He doesn’t
was
Clark
adamant
Presklent
going to the University of Oregon
believe there is overemphasis in
on
this
point.
"The
college
must
in 1943.
any one field and praises the
in
this
serve
students
immediate
President Clark held no less
"quality of those who sitofr.-i
than nine separate positions at the area," he said.
the athletic program
"Some
who
come
here
are
less
University of Oregon before asprivileged
than
others
economical.
suming the SJS presidency.
ly and we must find room ff.,
He was assistant professor, asthem."
professor, professor, associate
However, he stressed, "this 1sistant to the dean of the College
A state college and it must have
of Liberal Arts, assistant dean,
Lists of open classes and direca cosmopolitan atmosphere with
acting dean, dean, chairman of the
students from many areas attend- tions to reserve a place in these
Speech Department and dean of
ing."
classes will be posted outside the
the faculties.
MS NEEDS MORE
department offices beginning this
While at the University of OreSCHOLARSHIPS
morning.
gon Presidert. l’iaek was instruStudent financial need is snot her
The Daily will publish a list tit
mental in the adoption of the
problem that faces the new presi- all general ed uea I ion eourses
Advanced Placement Program.
dent. He complimented the several which will still he open as of
This program is a statewide campils,wientrwl
th:it mutt of the first day
Oregon program designed to select
high school students wishing to
take special courses for cot leg’
credit. In this manner junior
senior high school students .
ternl college with credits.
After he was awarded .
genheini Fellingship in 1
President Clark %%lute -rho I
of Matthew Simpson," a Metiii..b
bishop and orator.
Although he was officially
pointed president on Sept. It.
President Clark has been on campus two weeks. He moved his
p.m.
a.m.
family here from Oregon and
rented a home in Campbell.
Ins family eonsists of Mrs.,
Clark and their three flangliters,!
Mrs. Sitranne Gillespie. Virgini..
a graduate student. and Laurie
high school senior.

New President
Distinguished
Educator

DR.

I

Clark’s First Confab

ing up on Sim Carlos Street wall inc for the doors to the Physical
Education and Recreation Building
to open.
At one point shouts of "mob the
door" were heard coining from the
crowd. But once inside the various
buildings, the students had to
stand in other lines to register for
classes.
Even though most students registered last week a final tabulation
on the number of students registered this semester will not be
available until Sept. 30 when late
registration ends.
Not only new students, but more
than 100 new faculty members
have been added to the instructional staff this year. The new instructov will enlarge the faculty
to about 1.000 persons.

You aren’t thr-ugh with registration yet.
Packet turn -in begins Monday,
Sept. 2 and continues through
Wednesday. Times are 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. and 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday. On Wednesday
the times will be 8 am. to 4 p.m.
only.
Exceptions are students with
night classes meeting only on
Wednesday or Thursday. They
may turn in materials on those
nights.
Registration materials will not
be accepted after Friday, Oct. 2.
A $5 fee will be charged to those
turning in their materials late.

No.

1964

pro-

Departments Post
Open Class Lists

OPEN

UNTIL 9 P.M.
TONIGHT
also Wed. & Thurs.
(9

to 3

this SAt.)

pattatt gooOtete
-Right on Campus-

Monday, Sept. 21, 1964

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Red Tape Paper Work’
Bothers Red Chinese

Comment
Welcome Dr. Clark
this year, and we say --

-Itle1111
San Jose Slate has it 111.W
V ELCIPVIE!
lir. Robert D. Clark is the Ilith chief administrator of this
sellosil. anti use are sure he will rimti ;;; e in its tradition of line
leadership.
. also welcome Dr. Clark back to California, and hope
and bi- family find San Jose a comfortable- pleasant
tb.,1
plait. Ito !Is,.
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.1..sa We look to lir. Clark to continue educational
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mid soon is kcr 1104111 at I
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Summer Break Ends
i
IC- la iii a long hot ii
1111.11A
-muffler typically wa, full of sun moil surf for
g
um, ,,nd au L mid profit for others, few of us regret in
Ii or job and returning to SJS.
,s I 10111 Illt
%% jilt book- and midderms just over the horizon, it is
good to be lid ,k renewing old friendships and making new

,itartati
anticipates a rewarding and interesting year.
II, -bill look- for%) a nil to serving the students and contributing
li
CallIpllit life.
I ii I fol.. Is ttiv difficult. the daily task of gathering and
opinion and eidertai lllll ent is fairly simple on
prci, ir iii, in
..t1111,11-.
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.1
nil till t

student body. Sorial lifc is extensive
"Indent groups offer aclisin, fur every
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I hilt-. organizations and classes present us with intellectual -nitwit and speakers and programs provide the cultural
Iil1rt bull"-.
I hit’ etin Ilig problem_ if one exists, is to select the hest of

ill, Is -I.

requesting sttidents to address
invitations to their parents. The
committee hopes to surpass last
year’s Parents Day attendance
of 4,000 parents.
NEW TRADITION
Parents Day is a new campus
tradition. and includes an event filled day to inform and entertain Spartans’ parents. Beginning with early morning registration, parents tour the campus, visiting the buildings anti
meeting the faculty and adminisliation.
Parents are also given

a
touch of college life with the
living centers’ open house. Sorority presents will be scheduled
for Parents Day again this year,
introducing the new fall pledge
classes.
PRESIDENT INTRODUCED
The President’s Reception will
be special this year with the

new president of the college.
This has always been a favorite
with the parents, since they also

meet the deans of the college
in an informal atmosphere.
Special prizes will be presented to those parents who have
traveled the fartherest distance
to attend Parents Day. Last
year’s long distance champions
were from Singapore.
SHOW DONORS PARENTS
The day will be complete with
the SJS-Washington State football game. featuring a half-time
show honoring the parents.
Anna Cornwell Evart, Parents
Day chairman, urges students
to invite their parents to attend.

Thrust and Parry
s’.

Father of Victim
Expresses Thanks
Dear Editor
r.nowil by
This letter
me, Robert E. Malkin, and I

shall also in memory and in
dedication to others, affix the
signature of my late son Kit
Malkin, 22, who with his friend
John Barth, 25, both Stanford
gradual,- at talents, was ki lied
in Palo Alto last November 3
in an accident for which a drink Mg driver was held responsible.
The purpose of this letter is
to thank you for effectively

publicizing my efforts it) obtain
signatures on petitions to the
California Legislature urging
the enactment of legislation
making it mandatory that suspected drunk shivers submit to
a chemical test similar to tests

U.S. Political Parties
Given Strange Names

Committee Expects
Record Attendance
For Parents’ Day
Parents by the thousands are
expected to invade the SJS
campus Oct. 17, for this year’s
Parents Day.
Members of the Parents Day
Committee and Spartan Sabres
patiently worked the registration lines Thursday and Friday,

14o5
DON’T KNOW HON HE 10 Ik5 A LECTURER., 13LITrasYs’d
IfeTuDENT
risf;PECT WHAT Ste ttA5 TO
6eervi

NEW YORK

(UPI) What

have the Barnburners, (’oodles,
Locofocos, Hunkers, Copperheads and Blue Light Federalists in common?
They’re the names of political
parties that have existed in the
United States. And, according
to Encyclopedia International,
they’re only a smattering, because the nation has had more
than 30 political parties.
The Barnburners was a nickname given to the progressive
faction of the Democratic Party
in New York from about 1844
to 1852. Among other things,
the Barnburners were influential in the fight against extending slavery into the country’s
territories.
The Hunkers were a conservtith’e group generally opposed to
legislation forbidding extension
of slavery into the territories.
The Blue Light Federalists
and the Coodies owed their existence to the War of 1812, an
event the Federalists opposed
and the (’oodles supported.
Enrycloperlin InAecorrlinr.
--- -

Remedial Courses
In English, Math,
Reading Still Open
Registration for re -opened remedial courses in English, reading
and math may be completed at the
Remedial Services Office, Ed. 237,
during this week. New students
given temporary deferral in English should enroll.
All returning students who have
not cleared requirements must
register to he automatically enrolled, according to Dr. Paul Bet ten, Remedial Services Coordinator.
Added course available for General Education credit on List C
Sciences: Sci. Ed. 100.

SPa2fan

sbaily
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ternational, in I sl Stephen Decatur made several attempts on
dark nights to escape from the
blockaded port of New London,
Conn. He could not do so, however, because of signals of flashing blue lights which were
transmitted from shore to warn
the British blockaders. The
people flashing the blue lights
were anti -war, and they received the name, Blue Light
Federalists.
The name Coodies came
about because of one of the
leaders of the pro-war faction,
Gillian C. Verplanck. To satirize
him, Verplanck’s political opponents made up a fictitious
character--Abimelach Coody.
The Copperhead Party which
existed in the North during the
Civil War, and which was opposed to the war, was so-called,
one line of historical thinking
goes, because a copperhead is a
snake that habitually strikes
without warning.
The Locriforos entered the
political arena in 1835. They got
their name when a radical
branch of the Democratic Party
was meeting in New York and
he members and chairman tried
to adjourn the session by turning down the lights. Whereupon
opponents produced locofocoa
matches, a then comparatively
recent invention, ivied them to
light up candles, anti continued
the meeting.
The Bucktaits, a group active
in New York in the early 1800’s,
took their name from the bucks’
tails they wore in their hats as
badges.
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By VIIIAHLt.s. Ii. svit III
United Press International
HONG KONG I tIll- The
United States is not the only
"paper tiger" worrying Communist China,
The Red Chinese are bothered
by red tape, the mountain of
paper work piling up at home.
They are trying to do something about it.
"Paper work is a means of
office work," China’s official
Peking People’s Daily newspaper said revealingly. "Much Of
it is entirely necessary. But,
there is also much that can Ix.
dispensed with or which is unnecessary."
The paper echoed a lament
heard in many lands:
LOST TIME
"The consequence of having
too much paper work is that

Sit

increased to try to cover tip incompetence.

Take the handicraft bureau
of Shuntak county in KwangLung province, for example.
COMPLAINTS
An article published in another newspaper, the Canton
Nanfang Jihpao, contained-complaints of handicraft cooperative members about excessive
paper work.
The

"To analyze the reasons for
excessive paper work and to
solve the problems thus created,
we must first of all start with
examination and improvement
of the work of our departments."
A typical examination disclosed "that the principal causes
did not originate from the outside; they originated from the
inside and were due to the
shortcomings of the work of the
department it sel f."
lit short, paper work often is

t

iremt, the article said,

"has demanded reports and
filled in forms indiscriminately.
The situation is quite grave. We
have to make reports once every
five days or 10 days, and each
form has to be filled in with a
host of figures.
,
"After the basic-level cooperatives fill in the forms, the federations of cooperatives have to
submit summary reports, giving
their comprehensive and analytic views. What is filled in a
form this time will have to be
filled in again next time."

Gonzaga U.
Students Read Fall Fashions Go Leathery
In Summer

at es.
Thresigh your support, arid the
support of others, I have obtained more than 17,000 signatures and the petitions still are
By STANLEY R. STRI(K
being circulated by persons who
Visited Press internatIon.ii
have become interested in my
SPOKANE, Wash. (UPI)
efforts.
Colleges and universities
I found officials in Sacrathroughout the United States
mento and throughout the state
sent their students home for a
responsive to the need for legissummer’s fun, hut at Gotizaga
lation and I have been invited , University here students were
In appear before a committee of *. sent home for a smatter of stiff
the California Legislature in
reading.
March, 1965, to discuss chemThe summer reading program
ical test legislation.
of the Jesuit institution began
To you, your newspaper and
last year when University Presiall others who have assisted me
dent the Rev. John P. Leary,
in my efforts, I express humble
S.J., told students "there is no
gratitude and I hope that,
question as to the enormous
I hrough effective legislation
value of good reading." He then
against drunk drivers, other pardecreed that the students mix
ents will be spared grief and
the reading of six books with
torment.
summer jobs, beach parties and
To those who would further
other summer fun.
like to help this cause. I simply
The books this summer range
ask that they write a short letfrom philosophy to polities;
ter to their legislator saying
from theology to one of Mary
that they wish to have a ManMcCarthy’s novels. Four titles
datory Chemical Test for suswere required reading and stupected drunk drivers enacted dents had to pick two from a
into law air soon as possible.,
list of five other books.
Kit Malkin’
Required reading were "The
(Deceased)
Meaning of Man," by John
Robert K Malkin
Mouroux; "Conservatism in
America," by Clinton Rossiter;
"Faith and Freedom," by Barbara Ward; and "The Devil’s
Advocate," by Morris West.
The five other titles were:
"The Screwtape Letters," by C.
S. Lewis; "The Groves of Academe," by Mary McCarthy; "The
Duke Ellington and his band
Guns of August," by Barbara
open tomorrow for a six-night
Tuchman; "The Making of a
stand at the Safari Room, San
President, 1960," by Theodore
Jose.
H. White, and "The OrganizaWith musical instruments
tion Man," by William H.
hardly cooled from a repeat triWhyte, Jr.
umph at this year’s Monterey
Because of the program the
Jazz Festival, the Duke and
beginning of the school year
company will present two shows
finds the students facing an
nightly through Sunday at 9:00
examination "designed to see
and midnight.
whether you have read and unEllington, with 40-plus years
derstood the book." Those who
of musical career to back him, is
fail are required to write an
recognized as an unbeatable
essay on each book they did not
combination of composer-band"understand." Also, studen tleader talent. He has played in
moderated discussion sessions on
every part of the 11S., Canada
at least two books are required
and Europe from Carnegie Hall
as well as a short essay evaluatto a bomb shelter in Paris.
ing the program.
After his 1923 debut in New
Reading program director
York with a five-piece band, the
James Hoban said the program
Duke began collecting laurels
was designed to spur student
as composer with his "Mood Inthought and talk.
digo," "Black and Tan Fantasy"
Father Leary, who thought up
and "Sophisticated Lady."
the reading program, said he
European audiences first
was impressed with the results
cheered Ellington to victories in
of the program. "Surprisingly,
1933 and 1939. Following the
many who objected most are
second European tour Duke
now the strongest advocates"
splashed Hollywood with "Jump
for Joy," a revue introducing
such hit Ellingtunes as "I Got It
Bad and That Ain’t Good."
The Duke’s first long work,
"Black, Brown and Siege," was
unveiled at his 1943 Carnegie
Hall debut.

Duke To Open
At Safari

Fly WALTER LOGAN
United Press international
NEW YORK (UPI) If you
look up this Fall and see a

James Bond type of character
strolling along in an eggshell
colored trencheout complete
with belt, woven leather buttons 81111 epaulets take a SW-

mut look. It probably will he
one of the new leather coats and
not an international agent at all.
The Leather Industries of
America has come out this Fall
with new textures and styles in
every category ranging from
shoes right up to the leather
hat. There are navy blue blazers with brass buttons and
crests, butter soft suede shirts,
shearling-lined jackets right off
the cattle range and silk-lined
evening gloves in grey suede and
black fawn.
A survey of leading leather
apparel manufacturers turns up
n surprising assortment of
highly wearable leather garments for men. Ben Dennie,
president of the Woixt and Hyde
Leather Co., the world’s largest
grain leather tannery, says such
improvements are long overdue
since the men’s wear field has
lagged behind women’s wear in
making leather products a fashion item.
Coronet has been experimenting with Indian Clay colors
widely promoted in the men’s
wear market this year - Flint
(grey) and Indian Clay, for example. Cooper uses a fancier
yoke treatment in shorter jackets, reflecting the LBJ look,
with olive green and charcoal
grey and alternative to the most
popular black. Chief Apparel

uses lots of C’hestnut brown.
J. Wilfrid Gagen, director of
the Fashion Bureau and an
authority on men’s wear, says
the soft, supple quality of Angola leather has much to do
with the leather renaissance.
Here is it rundown on some

leading leather produets.
Leather garments: A resurgence of tbe sportwear look
has put the emphasis on leather
jackets and outerwear of soft
suedes, snag)!!i cabrettas and
leather and woolknit combinations. The LBJ influence is frequently seen in western -style
jackets, cowboy boots, highrising shoes and hand-tooled
leather belts.
For icy winter blasts there
are parkas lined in shearling,
sometimes with zip-out linings
and button -off hoods And wooly
milers. A leather 1’suburban
coat has pile lining and collar.
Two tone suede makes another
leisure coat with shearling lining and shawl collar.
Hats: Nappy suede, smooth
glove leather, brushed pigskin
and embossed leather are the
leaders for t h es e sportwear
Items, Band treatments include
leather cording of ten with
feather ornaments. Brims are
often stitched. And the LBJ hat
turns up in suede.
Gloves: Distinctive features
to look for include slit cuffs, use
of piping and removable knit
liners. In addition, to conventional all-leather and leatherpalmed driving gloves there are
some with vented knuckle straps
or full backs of perforated
leather for extra freedom of

movement.

SAVE 25To
ON USED BOOKS
LARGEST STOCK IN
THE AREA
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"Right on Campus"
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We’ve added something new for you
at The Guilded Cage this semester.
We call it a surprise wagon! The sur.
pris- is that you never know what will
be featured on this neat little wagon
in the center of the store. Choose
from skirts, blouses, capris, dresse,
and other surprises. All items priced
at $6. Come in for a surprise.

7he 91ded
Cage

many cadres al, isd up in their
offices and have no time to carry out investigations and st tidies at the basic levels. At the
same time, it brings a great
deal of trouble to other departments and organs at the lower
levels."
How did it all happen? The
paper asked in a commentary.
Why is there tai much paper
work now? It 110.er ntiell to be

SMOKE AND WATER DAMAGE

yr’

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

Ski Clothing
Ski Equip
Tennis Rackets

Tennis Wear
Golf Clubs
Swim Wear

Fishing Equip
Rifles
Mountaineering Equip

STARTS SOON
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Watch Paper for Announcement
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SPARTAN IDAILTn

S n Jose State Enrollment Expected To Exceed 20,000

.

REGISTRATION CARDS come flooding in! It is estimated at the
close of the enrolling process volunteer: will have handled over
231,000 of them.
-
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HURRY UP AND WAIT seems to be the order
to make the turn up the mall to the library. The
though the line has bogged down.
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SITTING IT OUT, these early birds in a long No 2 line wait for
the registration assistants to finish lunch. They had an hour-and a -half wait before the line even began to move.

of the day as an estimated 200 persons prepare
students appear in fairly high spirits even
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CAN SAVE
:25%
ON USED BOOKS
Full Refund
With Receipt
‘11i1 Oci.

Open Niles
Ti! Nine
All Day Sat.

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 East San Fernando
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Monday, .ept. 21, 196.4

Peace Corpsmen Draw
Middle East Assignments

BeHis Heads New
SJS Math Society
For the first time San Jose
State will have a professional level
mathematics organization on (nunpus.
Am-tinting to Jim Bettis, attarman, the Mathematical Society for
math majors will probably be one
of the largest and most active organizations on campus.
Bettis, four other students and
their advisor Dr. Lester H. Lange,
chairman of the Mathematics Department. have been working all
summer to organize the Society.
’rhe hard-working committee
that started the organization are
Robert Yoder, senior vice chairman; Linda Egan, sophomore, secretary; Cheryl Williams, sophomore, treasurer; and Don Inghram, junior, member of the executive committee.
THREE OBJECTI V ES
The Society has three goals. One
is to enrich the mathematics program on campus. The second is to
publicize the SJS Math Department throughout the United
l,k

both
help math shim
ically and personally.
Fur example, there will be visiting lecturers wr-ich lie Society
will co-sponsor with the Math Department. These hi -monthly lectures will be open to the entire
student body and will be on various
mathematical topics.
BROCHF RE FORTHCOMING
In order to publicize the SJS
Mathematics Department, the Society is publishing a brochure
which will be coming out soon.
Bellis stressed that the Society
would be a service organization
which would be able to help the
student in many ways if they
needed assistance.
"The Math Department used to
be flooded with calls for mtors,"
said Bettis. "Names id prospective
tutors were placed on a list and
given to any math students who
asked for tutoring set-vice."
Now members of the S.Iciety
Interested in tutoring are encouraged to register with the Society’s
11, ‘-:t wit IN

tiltOring se!, it,

standardized tutoring fees so one
tutor cannot charge more than
another.
Also a 10 per cent discount will
-is on all techhe given to menthe
nical reference books not currently
in use at SJS. This same discount
also applies to the Society’s typing
sem ice.
For members interested in applying to other colleges, the society will correspond with the
schools.
Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of the Society’s proposed program is an annual chess
game for all Northern California.
According to Bents, this Ls still
"on the drawing board."

Get Acquainted
Barbecue Set
A get acquainted barbecue will
be held for the student California
Teacher’s Association Oct. 7, 1964,
at 6 p.m. in front of the Women’s
Gym.
Old and new members are wel-

II,

Two former SJS students will Corps volcuiteers for Iran. Pierey
find themselves In foreign lands tutd his colleagues will instruct
The SJS GC11111:111 Club, one or j
at the end of the month. They will Iranians who will use English as a the oldest organizations on camsecond language in colleges and
pus, will hold its first meeting of
secondary schools throughout the
the semester Friday, Oct. 2, at
count ry.
2:30 p.m. in Cafeteria Rooms A
TRAINING
or It,
The volunteers trained for 11
The club was established in 1924
weeks at the University of Michi- by Professor L. C. Newby the head
gan. Instruction emphasized edu- and organizer of the Modern Lancational techniques and the study guage Department. Newby, who
of Farsi, the language of Iran.
taught French and German, reaJames R. Varner, former SJS lized practice in speaking and
student front Bakersfield, will de- thinking in a foreign language outpart Wednesday for Tunisia with side the classroom was necessary
71 fellow Peace Corps architects for its mastery.
Professor Newby held semiand public work specialists.
The volunteers will design and monthly meetings at his home for
assist construction of buildings for those students who were willing to
growing towns and will plan roads speak nothing but German for one
to link these towns with a modern evening of social activity. As the
stralt,f,t, became more advanced,
highway system.
The Tunisian government requested these volunteers to replace
technicians who emigrated when
JAMES R. VARNER
.
. to Tunisia the country achieved independence
In 1956. Tunisia has planned largenot be on vacation, nor will they scale construction of housing units,
be on a secret mission. The two
young men are Peace Corps volunteers.
David Piercy, SJS graduate in
June In psychology, left earlier I
this month with a group of Peace

MI!

CARL BROWN SHELL STATION

USED
BOOKS?
we have them

BILL BOONE AUTOMOTIVE
CORNER I Ifh St. I E. Santo Clara
295-9920
Complete Line

of

Sport and Domestic
Car Services

Shell Products

THIS AD GOOD
FOR $5.00 ON ANY TUNE-UP

cplthift n Sookitore
Cam pus’

DAVID PIERCY
. to Iran
schools, health centers, and roads,
but the country as yet does not
have skilled personnel needed for
this growth.
PLAN STRFCTCRES

ART SUPPLIES

ENGINEERING SUPPLIES

German Club Marks
40 Years on Campus

ART SUPPLIES

Art Supplies

Working throughout the courttry, volunteer architects will plan
structures patterned after tradiRonal Tunisian designs while utilizing modern construction teenniques. Volunteers in public works
will survey and design roads, test
soilsand maintain vehicles while
providing on-the-job training to
Tunisians.

they added play-acting anti ,,,,
feats to their repertoire.
With the shifting political picture, the German Club prospered
and faded, sometimes disappearing
from the scene for several years at
a time. After World War 11 Dr.
Theodore Verhaaren reorganized
the club with emphasis on the Get-man cultural heritage of music-,
art and literature. Under his aegis,
the club traveled as far as San
Francisco to make dramatic presentations of masterworks befoto
live audiences and sponsored a
number of artistic events.
Presently German majors and
minors, as well as any interested
poison may become a member of
the German Club. Except by special agreement, German is the only
language spoken at the meetings.
Because the Foreign Language
Department now offers an M.A.,
many advanced students will remain on campus after graduation.
The German Club hopes to supply
an outlet to these students in the
form of discussions, readings, and
other practical applications of
their language. On the other hand,
Two SJS students are contributpeople with a slight knowledge of
ing their talents to the San Jose the language can also derive beneTheater Guild’s opening production fit from sitting in at the meetings
of the season. "Antigone," a drama to listen to and eventually join in
by French pin ywright Jean the conversation.
cylraunindae-iretthaelindgirgeentriuoint mofetwiyf:
Anotillh, will start Friday, Sept. 25
Montgomery ulaArl
at
8:30 p.m., in the
Dieter Schulz, assistant professor
Theater of the San Jose Civic Au- of foreign languages, and Dr.
Joachim Stenzel, associate profesditorium.
Sharon Cressio, now working on sor, during the spring and summer
her secondary teaching credential and anticipate continuing this fall.
at SJS, will be seen in the title This Thursday, the club members
will travel to San Francisco to
role,
hear and see Richard Strauss’
Russell Holcomb, graduate stuopera "Der Rosen Kavalier."
dent of drama, directs the play,
Inter-club news is circulated to
Anouillt’s interpretation of the
members by the club’s own GerGreek tragedy by Sophocles.
man -language newspaper, Der
The story line is essentially Spatz (The Sparrow) written by
the same: Antigone deliberately the students.
breaks the law in an attempt to
Information on the German Club
bury the body of her brother, may be obtained from the Foreign
outside Language Department or front
to
rot
left
Plq"ices’
Thebe’s city gates by order of this year’s officers, president
Croon, the king. Antigone is Klaus Bohne, vice president Jeff
caught and taken to Croon who Hanna, treasurer Siegfried Kutim,
tries to save her by pointing to or secretary Sonja Delevorya.s.
the stupidity of her actions. Antigone’s ideals are pitted against
ENROLLMENT INCREASE
Creon’s practical expediency.
From 1952 to 1962 the total
In addition to Friday’s perform- enrollment at San
State Colance, "Antigone" will be repeated lege has increased by 148 per
Saturday, Sept. 26, and the follow- cent, as opposed to the national
log Friday and Saturday, Oct. 2 increase in college and university
enrollment of 84 per cent. The
and 3.
Those interested in tickets and college student body has mutireservations should call Banner plied 64 per cent greater than the
Play Bureau, 293-8548.
national average.

Two Students
Act in Play

San Jose’s Largest Professional Art Supply Center
Serving San Jose State Over 48 Years
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Dear

Save Time
Large professional staff to help you get the right materials. Don’t experiment with substitutes.
Our staff experts know what each course calls for. (They ought to! They’ve been through
them.)

ONLY 2 BLOCKS
OFF CAMPUS

With this coupon receive a 50c copy of profes
sional art magazine -Industrial Art Methods. Limited offer.
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SJS Yell Leaders
Make Their Debut
’lie’ spirit of Sparta was led
Saturday by the five tiON’ cheerleaders and Ilw five new SparHinetics, 5.15 song eirls. is they
!made their debut at tlit.
bad ball game.
-1,0 .!
Ha, college mas,s,t Spaidi a colorful figure at
.!.aines, rallies. ;mil around the
NIE:1111EIIS
Spardi. the cheerleaders, and the
-ung girls all belong to the Rally
Committee. It is a subcommittee
of the Associated Student Body
and is governed by the Student
Council

111101101

Ilie.

E’er-4’10hr,

Secretary.
Rally Commilits, is supported
by funds fmni 111. ASII lies.
Some events in this year’s Rally
Commit tee include thi. I lornecomi rig llonfire Rally, Song Girl Ifay,
inegante rallies, card stuns, and
half-time activities.
This year’s eheer100.1ors

SPIRIT LEADERS are SJS cheerleaders. They are (from top to
bottom) Ray Terry, Gary Brenneman, left, and Rodger Miller,
right, Bill Loughlin and Mike Cook, head cheerleader.
erli.112JUE.V...U§S’1..1-1SITILUMATA.U.XIMAILMILIKBPOLOSAMEri

COTTAGE
CASUALS

Mike Cook, head yell leader, Is a
senior Business and Industrial
Managenwnt major and president
cif Sigma Chi. Gary Brenneman
is also a senior Business and Industrial Management major and the
Vice’ president of Alpha Tail
Ottiega.
Bill Loughlin is a senior majoring in music. Rodger Miller is a
senior Pre-dental major. Ray Terry
is a senior majoring in Drama.
SPAIITANETTES
The Spartanet t es are: Penny
Furtney, head song girl is a senior
Elementary Education major. Penny was the editor of La Torre, SJS
yearbook, last year. Sue Davies
is also a senior Elementary Fducadon major.
Hilliaty Goldwater is a sophomc.re Psychology major. Judy
Shaw is a senior Social Science
major and was chosen Lambda
Chi Crescent Girl. Jean Warren
is a junior Social Science. major.
Som,li is sorry, that’s a secret.

Helpful Hoyt
Hands Out
Hustling Hints

4.4
CALM BEFORE THE CHEER--Five new Spartanettes, SJS song girls, take time out from
their busy schedule to pose. They are (1 to r.)

Hiliary Goldwater, Joan Warren, Penny Furl ;ley, head song girl, Si" Davies and ..1t,dy Shut.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
AUTOMOTIVE 121
MOTORCYCLES DKW
REN1 ALS .I, Si LES
-ti Sn’

TOCO’.1S.

MEN MEN’S ROOMING r

‘ 7.7 710,7-7-11
E \Pi:FT

FOR SALE (f’)

MEN STUDENTS
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2 STD. TYPEWRITERS
,
ii,.. i,.,
By JANE HOYT
ROOM & BOARD
timed just right, you can carefully i un’l ’" ’
Cr,’ a. ,.
It was a glorious summer,
select you victim, When he helps 12974;.,,,
- 3. C... .
tocnc,a0
The Bronzed Ones return to SJS i you up, exclaim, "Oh, thank you, ,
3 meals per day. 5 days a ’as.,
after sunning and surfing on the I thank you. There is a Sir Galahad ’ CONTEMP. HOUSE - Sant, (7.,..,
privileges weekends. 1265 p-a-. Discount for cash. 293 5Si34.
beaches from San Diego to Santa on this campus after all!" His rteiqts Prof. & Sit Staff. Net
.
!hopping fresco f. 3 1,cdre,,,,
Cruz.
masculine ego will he bulging and family room 4,
h
A
SPACIOUS 4
Fleadinq Pockets jingle with coins made you’ll have him in the palm of i waterfall, ri
,m a bild
16rn rnrni
etc. Elect,’.
during the summer months to tide your hand.
woolen only
West,: J
students through the lean winter.
Fellows :ire usually no more ere- dishwasher.
tr., 524 S.:, 9.1,.
C
Freshmen spent half their stunmer alive than girls in meeting the op- 40Ir , Tr,
Sit APPROVED
shopping for collegiate clothes and posite sex. They tend too often to I
To place an ad:
luggage to "go off to school."
hang around Co-Rec in hopes somei
HOUSING 1St
.
Call at Class rl.d
Now everyone has returned. delightful young thing will come
.
01
NEED ROOMMATE
J205, 1,30-3.30
Suuuner loves have been forgot- prancing through the door. When QUIET UPSTAIRS ru.,
hare onopproved apartn,
idiotic
home.
297.6079.
order
private
handy
girls
in
in
Send
ten and everyone is ready for a she does, she invariably is there to
297.6724. 442 So. 5th Nc.
- Enclosed cork or check
grand whirl of sorb.’ functions meet her date.
3 APT. CONTRACTS fcr sale. All or FURNISHED APT. for girl,. 2
No phone orders
Here are some imaginative helps
and meeting members of the opuna2Er00ed. $70 r,5 2q5c"0
separate. Killion No. I 298.0514.
to the men:
posite sex:.
1. Flat tire-Sight your tarThe parties have started. This is
one way of meeting new faces, but get, find out yvhat kind of a car ;
shows lack of imagination. When she drives, and slyly unscrew
girls stay home and wail they are tli., salve cap. When you knock
wallflowers. They should utilize cm her door to tell her she has
To buy, sell, rent, or anCLASSIFIFD RATES
this time to conjure up new ways a flat, the tears will flow. But
nounce anything, just fill out
when you volunteer to fix it for
of meeting males.
Minimum
five tin,,s
her. she will throw her arias
Three times
One time
and clip this handy order
Two ilnes
ATTENTON, GAI,14:
20c a late
ISc a line
SO4
nee
around you and be forever
Ow flee
blank. Send to: Spartan
Here are some helps:
grateful.
1. Girl Scout cookies -To meet
CLASSIFIEDS, J206,
Daily
$2.00
$1.50
2 lines $1.00
2. Fraternity interview-All fepeople, conduct an apartment to
San Jose State College, San
males are flattered when asked to
apartment and house to house can3.00 _
2.25
1.50
3
lines
Jose 14, Calif.
be interviewed for a fraternity file.
vass to cheek who’s whom under
The thought of her name on the
4.00
3.00
2.00
4 lines
the pretex of selling Girl Scout
books of I Needa Date fraternity
Check a Classification:
cookies. Take orders to get names
house brings tears of joy to any
5.00
3.75
2.50
5 lines
and telephone numbers. Tell them
girl’s eyes. If she knows the names
rl Announcement% (I)
Add this
you’ll collect the money when the
of all the houses on campus, tell
Autornot;ve (2)
amount for
1.00
.75
.50
cookies arrive.
her it’s a new one and her name
eachedefillee
ID For Sale (3)
2. Car smash-up -- Select your
will be in the house’s charter n’..
target carefully at a stop light.
Help Wanted (4)
Print year ed her.: (Count 33 Loiters and Spares for Inch Line)
book for posterity.
Finagle your way into his lane and
n Housing (5)
3. Wrong mail- -This one is good
hit his bumper ever so slightly
n Lost and fiaind (6)
only for unapproved apartment
when the light turns green. You
dwellers, but variations may he
n Personalt (7)
will both have to stop and cheek
used by others. Find out the name
Servi,m (8)
any damage. An exchange of
of the cute blonde from the apartnames and addresses will ineviCI Transportation (91
ment house manager and write her
tably lead to a coffee date to disa letter. Address it with her name,
Name
cuss insurance companies.
but your apartment number, Mail
3. Water Balloon--S ight your
it. When it arrives stamped In
Al 1,,
victim and blast him with a water
your mailbox, deliver it in person.
balloon. Men arc always taken
Explain the postman’s mix-up. She
Starting Date
_
aback when coeds attempt a trick
will be obligated to invite you in
usually reserved for the male spePtrwe
Enclosed h
for a cup of coffee in exchange for
cies. He will be fighting marl at
1
the good deed.
first, but a flashy smile, twinkly
eyes and an "Oh, I’m SO sorry!"
are guaranteed to bring good results.
4. Mistaken Identity-Rim tip
to that handsome fellou In front
THINK
of Centennial Hall. Grab his
hand like a long lost rousing and
4
’’
SCHOOL
cry, "John, my but it’s great to
see you back again this WHIPS.
THINK
terl!" Ile will probably mumble,
oh, my name’s Pat and Inc
a freshman." Don’t worry about
COBBIES COCHISE
the discrepitney between ellinses.
him the ropes
. and
Volunteer to sl
with handsewn vamp .
at the cafeteria.
you’re off on the right foot and
S099
5. Men’s Gym Eat lunch on the
heading straight for
Men’s Gym lawn, When the class
a tni.,y campu,. life.
bell rings, struggle to your feet.
pastrami smaiwish in on., hand
and books in the other. II this I.

Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS...

IA E. William,.

Plume 2974,72S

..-.2.-aananallaragrinlenammumnumwira
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LOOK OUT!

SUZUKI

ARE HERE

Suzuki have spirit. More than
ordinary lightweight motorLveles. This spirited perform :nice has made Suzuki the
International Grand Prix
lightweight Champions.
Now the superior Suzuki
are here in America.
Come in today and sample
the spirit of Suzuki. See the
different models in our
showroom. Ride one.
Prove to yourself: They
start easier. Run quieter. Have
more usable horsepower. Simpler to shift More comfortable to ride. Get up to 200
miles per gallon. Also: Fun.
Convenient terms, of course
plus complete parts and
cerViCe.

SUZUKI

4111:6

McCoy Suzuki
1930 West San Carlos

Phone 29.1-2398

RENT

TYPEWRITERS
Standard Portable Electric
A, little as 20g per day

Modern Office
Machine Company
293.5283
124 E. San Fernando
(Nest door to Cal Book Store

BLOOM’S
1" I /\.1"
135

S

South Fir0 St., Downtown

Valloy

0

-=

WAXTAN
CORDOSI IELL
BLACK

IIICIPARTAN DAM’?

Monday. Sept. 21. 1!184
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Track Team To Pursue Dream
-Tonight’s track meeting is Ill and Freshman track men, manmark the birth of a dream," ;lc - agers, and anyone else assocording to Had Winter, var-aty ciated with the team.
track ettaeh.
"We are tired of being second.
Coach Bud Wisner announced having been runner-up in the nathew still to- is meeting tonight, tional championship three times
14;?til .11 7:30 for all varsity
in recent years. One consolation

WELCOME BACK!
It’s always good to welcome back the Spartans. You know,
we ve been doing it for 13 years. Our policy has always been
to serve good food at prices college students can afford. You’ll
find free parking, too, right around the corner from Angelo’s
at Earl and Al’s parking, 38 So. 3rd St. Drop in and see us soon.
--

1
1
1
1
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rhe Talk of San Jose!

SMALL STEAKS CHARBROILED
$1.25

last year is that we finally de
feated USC. Al tonight’s meeting
we will announce our ’plans for
fall track, plans which we feel
confident will bring about the retitivation of our dream."
Danny Murphy broke the NaIlona’ Collegiate Amateur Assoelation record in winnine. the 10,
000 meters at Eugene, Oregon.
Prior to the. Olympic Trials, however, Murphy was in the hospital
t’or two weeks because of recurring ulcer trouble and was unable
To compete in the trials,

Football Mug Predicts
6-3-1 Season for SJS
According tit this years additans schedule, not incluilmg Saturday
of Street and Smith’s Annual home encounter with Idaho.
!Football Magazine. San Jose State
Sept. 26- -Stanford A
Its predicted to finish with It 6-3-1
Oct. :3 Montana St. --A
!record.
Oct. 10- Bye
Oct. 17 WSU. -"
The Spartans are underdogs to
Oct. 24 l’OP---A
!Idaho, Washington State and
Oct. :11 lVest Texas Si
Stanford. Their game with San
A
Nos. 7 (’olorado St. ’s
!Diego State, the 1964 season’s DNos I I Arizona St. A
!nate. is rated a toss-up. SJS is
Nos. 21 Fresno St. -HC
!favored over the remainder of its
Ni. 2X
San Diego St. II
ischedule.
Herr. is the 1964 S.IS football
A Ass ay g limes; H Home
.!anies: /IC- Homecoming

EVERYTHING
YOU NEED
FOR SCHOOL
CAN BE FOUND Al

Served woh green salad, potatoes, bread & butter

cpaPtan Sookitope

ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE

Hight On Cam pus-

‘;on In Clara

297-7184

Except for brains, of course

SE vs. Teutonia
In Soccer Opener

Ilap Serfa,pile
1058 of all-American lege of Suit
Dave Kingsley. San Jose soccer ino!, a halfback from Ftaithill, and
coach Julie Menendez figures to Steve Locci, a fullback front San
field a team "potentially as Jose City College.
strong as last year’s Spartan
simail," which participated in the
western regionals.
The soreermen will open
for
their season tonight at Spartan
"It udi
witlt an 8 p.m. en,..tinter with Teutonfat Athletic
Club. Last year San Jose nosed
the invading San Francisco outO1IM
lii
I. Tenfold:I filen Weld Oil
0 in llw first division league
ship in San Frandsen.
Heading the list of returnees
! to the squad are Al Korbus au!!
Rats -Wedgm
Akpan, two-thirds of lie!
We love year sizes
!year’s strong front line, as well
A AAAA fo B
Gene Gurule, a member if 1Ils1! as Cohn Lindores and Lou
8V2 to 12
year’s San Jose State national Film".
59.95 to
champion cross-country team, won
Korbus. (1r-captain of the team
$24.95
the annual Watermelon Run on along with Akpan was chosen as
the SJS course Friday.
an alternute on the US. Olympic
Danny Murphy and Tons Tulle, team. He made the all-league
charge accounts
also members of last year’s team team last season,
open thus ’hl 9
Menendez looks to a trio of
and returning for their final year
of competition, finished second and junior college transfers to help!
third, respectively. Three fresh- soften the blow of the loss of
767414
...SHOES
men, George Weed, Pete Mar- Kingsley and all -league fullback
30 I. SAN ANTONIO
CY2 3070
tinez, and Mike Jacobs, finished In F;(1 ZOI110111. The three are Robert
Illowneown Sin les.
SArz:o., in in,ale from City Colthe too ion
._

Cross -Country
Annual Event
Won by Gurule

Beautiful
Shoes

Eriok

-1t,111,-Isto -till will] top laulitrung 11)

suit for the
i a in p it - man. Navy. Olive. Grey.
Brown $73.00. with Vest $85.00. A,
Yellow buttotulown by Gant. the
l’Iwreet Hem) tie add up to a sit II
-date getter- for Fall!
Demi-gate is die great

’rite excitement of campus life
returns when coeds view the
collection of fabulous fashions
by Villager. Lady Hug. Glen
of Michip,att.
,4 Spartan fradition since
’3;.. 14 lorry browaing it
part of ’our ,lheration.
Edwin 7% Mosher. ’32

.11d & Sato Ferrimul,,

\

***__-

\b1141111(.:(11111111
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New Cross-Country Coach
To Face Rough Challenge
Mei.%
-,ddry
Smith will face an unprecedented
challenge this fall when the Spartans defend their national championship.
Smith, who coached Lodi High
School’s cross-country team last
year will replace Coach Dean Miller. Miller, who produced two
national champions and one runner-up in three years at San Jose
State, has taken a one year leave
of absence to participate in the
physical fitness phase of the -man In-space program at Lockheed.
Smith does not feel encumbered,
however, by the task. "Dean Miller is the greatest distance coach
in the U.S.," said Smith, "but I
feel confident that I can maintain
the San Jose State winning tradition.
"I feel like I am stepping into
the mouth of a big whale, but I
have faced many challenges equaling the enormity of this one."
The SJS training program will
not be new for Smith. He was a
graduate teaching assistant in
track for two years at SJS. He
already has introduced an innovation in the program by increasing the training from 100 to 110
miles per week.
"Although team effort Is not
publicized as much in cross-country as it is in other sports," added
Smith, "it is the key to our success. If a team Is to feel confident
the members must have immense
faith in theniselves and their
coach, the villain who forces them
to suffer a grueling practice each
week.
"Few cross-country runners have
achieved greatness chiefly because
of natural ability. The majority

twee,’ ill
111111149S

have

tom!

ilisfiiiice

lieestiVered

MAR.-Mon’

ry training in the fall."
Scientific research has been
largely responsible for the vastly
improved times during recent
years in both track and crosscountry. "Any coach who does not
keep abreast of this research will
soon fall far behind. Certain previously accepted doctrines such as
never running more than four
miles while training are now a
source of constant amusement."
The returning members of last
year’s national champions are
Danny Murphy, Howard Thew. and
Tom Tuite. Murphy is the National Collegiate Athletic Association 10,000-meter record holder
and an All-American in crosscountry the last two years.
The team will also include Phil
Darnall and Joe Neff, each of
whom gained national recognition
last year. Neff has run a 4:05 mile.
Contenders for the remaining two
spots are Dave Lower, Bob Baker,
and Don Endsley. Smith admits.
however, that there are still several additional members that he
hasn’t observed.
"It is astonishing," remarked
Smith, "that SJS has the top
cross-country team in the nation,
and yet the average student at
this school does not know how
the meets are scored.
"There are five members and
two extras on a cross-country
team. The two extras are called
kickers because they kick I he
other team back in places. Your
first five places are added together and the team with the
lowest point total wins. A team
that captures the first five places
will have a perfect score of 15."
I

though they lacked the initial
ability."
Smith said that a coach has to
become so immersed in the sport
that he must look upon the sport
as a way of life if he plans to
succeed. "I train constantly myself’, and often with the boys, so
that I will forever be aware of
the mental and physical pain they
must endure to enable the joy
of victory to manifest."
There has been a trend in recent
years toward splinters participating in cross-country, according
to Smith. ’The sprinter wiU Increase his level of efficiency and
decerase the chances of injuly.
Wayne Hermen, expected to be
one of the nation’s leading sprinters this year, attributed his rapid

DANNY MURPHY
. . . top SJS runner

Strong Polo Team Forecast
"We should have the strongest
Varsity water polo team ever to
compete for San Jose State."
That’s the optimistic pre-season
Prediction of coach Lee Walton,
who lists Spartan strong points
as size, speed, strength, and shooting and swimming ability.
Stanford, the San Francisco
Olympic Club and Long Beach
will provide SJS with its strongest competition, according to Walton. The team opens the season
Wednesday evening against the
San Jose Water Polo Club. Game

time is 8:30 p.m. in the Spartan
gym.
Heading the list of Walton
"pros" (as opposed to "cons," of
which there seem to be none) is
the presence of sophomore Jack
Likens. Walton rates him as
"twice as good as he was last
year," when he was the star of
an outstanding frosh team.
Returnees Gary Read, Mike Hansen, Frank Barnes, Bill Parker
and Bruce Hobbs also received
favorable comment from Walton.
Read was the leading scorer on
last year’s team, which was

HENRY4t’ THIS

Spods Writers
Injured Saturday
liall

Ile 1.1,11. S.I II

I 11

.10..

tot. ;
major 111111
Spartan Itailt
ansemesterd vtas seriouslt
sports editor,
jured in an accident ’molting
sit cars
a Inis
Illie Nal"
Its Freit, at Saturdat
Mel.eat, l’eeeh ell 111I’ll Illee
aoirmilisen

SPECIAL
TUES.-WED.-THURS.-FRIDAY ONLY)
SEPT. 22nd - SEPT. 25th

0

break near the end of the Score- quarter. The Spartans started on
By DAVE PAYNE
’Die San Jose State offensive less first half. After Spartan kick- their own 41 -yard line and drove
tether cuts Awl bruises tip I lie
fizzled in the 1964 football season er Bob Patterson got off a punt, to the Idaho 39 where they had it
body. lie Is currently under ob- borne opener at Spartan Stadium Jim Cadile led the downfield rush fourth and half a yard to go MI
servation att Oakland’s Provi- Saturday night and resulted in a on Scott. The Idaho safety man ’a first down. The attempt was fitdence 110.01111.
3-0 win for visiting Idaho
fumbled the punt and John Travis ’ tile. The Idaho line converged like
Fall semester Daily sports .-dwater from a broken dam to stop
Though lacking in offense, SJS recovered on the Idaho 35.
her Datid Pat tie. sestina., sports Coach Bob Titchenal’s defensive
Titchenal then rotated his quar- Ihe Spurt ans.
reporter %II
Idaho ran 25 more plays than
squad almost made up the diner - terbacks with Latchapelle throwhaul 1/1111 1111y111111111, .4111111e, re’nee giving up only at field goal ing an incomplete pass, Berry run- SJS 75-50. The visitors outplayed
vels ell minor eUls ti101 bruises. that came shortly
after ari SJS ning for 12 yards and a first down, the Spartans in every department
1. re treated toad released
The%
tumble deep in San Jose territory. and Lachapelle getting his pass except one punting. SJS punted
from Highland iliispital Iii Oak- 1 There wasn’t anything spectacu- picked off by Vandal Mike Whiles eight times to the Vandals’ six. It
land.
was the punting excellence of Patlar about the game. It was Just a on the Idaho 5.
The Spartans’ deepest game terson that kept the Vandals away
liard fought four-quarter defensive
penetration came on the last play from deep SJS territory.
1,attle.
half when Berry comThe winning field goal drive of the first
Score by quarters:
Travis, who
started five minutes into the third pleted a puss to
3
41-3
Idttho
0
0
period when SJS ball carrier Eddie reached the Idaho 8 If the Spar- S-JS
41-0
U
0
had one more
Titus was hit by a bruising taekle tans could have
. .
Total net yards: Idaho 213, 5.15
on the SJS 27 -yard line. He fum- play, well. .
Another big play went against 104. First downs: Idaho 9, 5.1I4 3,
bled and the Vandals recovered.
SJS midwas through the final Attendance: 16,4/45.
Rich Naccarato and Bill Scott
hulked the ball 11 yards in three
plays for a first down on the SJS
A host of outstanding high 16. Here, the Spartan defense held
school athletes, many of them for three downs. John Owens, SJS
from this area. have enrolled at right halfback made the defensive
San Jose State Crillege for the play of the night in this drive
when he knocked down an appal’coming term.
The list is headed by Grier squad meet, is held annually as the
Jones. Kansas slate high school ent easy touchdown pass to Scott.
With fourth down and eight
golf champion. Hailing from Wichita, Jones played in the National Yards to go for the first down,
Amateur tournament and also has Idaho kicking specialist Tim Laplayed in the Trans-Mississippi verns booted his first successful
tourney. An outstanding football field goal in three attempts on the
player its well, Jones holds the night. It was almost blocked.
SJS place kicker Rich Tat lc’
Kansas state high school punting
attempted a field goal from tr.
record.
Also registering this week was Idaho 46-yard line in the Pawl.
Ken Slasor, 1964 Santa Clara Val- quarter. The "shot itt ale dark :it
"Right on Campus"
liquid.’ Was short.
ley high school gtdf
Sari Jme irceived its biggest
from San Jose’s Cineoln I light
Freshman football coach .101111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111131111l11111111111111111111111111111111611111 1011111111111111l111111111
Welsh kv,knoMeel it large turnout
this week that (mInded 111.1,
Toledo, till-CentralCoast
quarterback front San Jose’s
Lincoln Iligh; Bob 1111.1111111111.
all -league back front Minis
Glen 1110; Dick Jones. all league hack front Campbell
Lettis, all -league star
High;
from Await High; Richard Pope joy, all -leaguer from Cupertino,
and .nin Webster, quarterback
star front James Lick high
school.
The list of freshman basicetball
players enrolling at Sparta includes Keith Erickson, 6-6 forward from Livermore; Bob Christensen, guard from Lowell High
in San Francisco; Sammy White.
guard from Sonoma; and Steve
Fair, forward from Lodi.
Wrestling coach Hugh Mumby
picked up four stars from the
local area including Richard Popejoy, North Coast Section heavyweight champion from Cupertino.
11011h

it,
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Frosh Teams’
Future Bright
This Year

Art & Engineering
Supplies
BARGAIN PRICES
at

cpaPtati gook4ty/17

HOUSE

THIS

It staples

DELUXE DRESSING

.

Steak Sandwich
1000. PURE BEEF

55 C

it tacks

notes to bulletin board, pennants
to wall, shelf paper, drawer linings.

WEEK ONLY

EVERYTHING

Popular
Cla4tsical

FRENCH ROLL
TOMATO, LETTUCE

Free

RECORDS

o9azz
Folk

term papers and class notes, photographs, news items, themes, reports.

FRESH ONION, TOMATO, LETTUCE

DELUXE DRESSING

OF

BACK TO SCHOOL
RECORD SALE

. 45‘

0

6PARTAN DAILY’?

Spartan offense Fizzles;
Idaho Wins Opener, 3-0

EVERYTHING

1/4 lb. Hamburger
100. PURE BEEF

ranked sixth in the nation. He
was a member of the all-State
College first team.
Walton is also impressed with
the play of Charles Cadigan, a
junior college transfer from Fullerton, via the Marines. Strong
left-handed shooting ability, unusual in water polo, makes Cadigan a likely starter.
Jim Adams, one of the leading
scorers on last year’s squad, did
not returin this year. Walton is
confident, however, that he will
be adequately replaced.

IVIonday, Sept. 71, 1964

up to

it fastens

party costumes, prom decorations,
SChocil projects, posters, stage sets.

FRENCH FRIES
10’ DRINK
WITH EVERY STEAK OR
1/4 LB. HAMBURGER

50%
It’s the "Tot 50"

Swingline

INSTANT SERVICE

off

All Records Guaranteed Exchangeable

Staples

HENRYS’

HAMBURGERS

UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTIED

515 South Tenth
lAt TA.

OF

RECORDS

’1,sm)

Phone 295 1510
Thurs. 11 a.m. 11 p.m.
Fri. - Set. 11 e.m. - 1 p.m.

Open Sun.

HOUSE

(Inducline 1000 staples)
taw, size CUB Desk Stapler
only SI 49
No bigger than a pack of gum Refills
available everywhere Made in U.S.A.
At any stationery. sanely, book store!
ww52100.4019Lte

Lose

ISLAND CITY I, NOW YORK

I BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
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SHOP EARLY
& SAVE
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New & Used Texts
Sweat Skirts
Art & Engineering Materials
Free Book Covers
Orer WOO Paperbound Titles
Plenty of Free Parking

’4

OPEN EVENINGS
la NINE
330 So. 10th
ricros

from men’s, dorm

eketor BOOK
STORE

330 So. 10th
across from men’s dorm

SE Presidents: A Tradition of Excellence
OCIN
133813

Accomplishment
The Hallmark
Of Past Heads
(111.1:1 iiAlivt.It
1 ir. Robert D. Clark officially
’,prattle the eighteenth president of
San Jose State College on Sept. 10.

GEORGE W. MINNS
11,, sueeeeds Dr. John T Wahlqui.o, president since Sept. 1, 1952.

In 1862 Anihvw .1 Moulder initiated the California State Normal
School and Ahira Holmes was appointed principal. He had been
principal and teacher at the Boston Farm School, a manual training institution for boys. He served
in several schools on the east coast
before coming to California. H..
served as principal of three schools
in San Francisco before he was
appointed to the State Normal
School.
ONLY SIN STUDENTS
Only six students appeared for
the first class of the Not-mid
School. By the end of the first
term enrollment had reached 31
students.
George Minns took over administration again in 1865 but took a
leave of absence and was succeeded by Henry P. Carlton in
1866. Carlton attended the University of Vermont and was in the

Dr. Clark entries on a position
I began with George W.
Minim in 1857. He was the first .
proleifial of Minns’ Evening School. .
the emliryo of San Jose State
Moms %%W.; a graduate of Harvard
Law Schtiol and practiced law b.f. ’
several years. He was in San Fran rise at the time of a devastating
financial panic which destroyed his
savings.
APPLIES FOR JOB
Ile applied for a job as a teacher
and was appointed principal of 111,,
Union Grammar School. In 1861 he to
found himself principal of Minns’
Evening Normal School. He graduated fifty four students by 1862.

ANDREW T. MOULDER

CP

4..,pentan

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
SECTION

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1964
insurance business for a while. new three-story building had been curriculum that included type-setting and telegraphy.
When Carlton took over the ad- erected at a cost of $2850140.
ministration, there were about 70
Charles Herman Allen became
Under his administration the
principal in 1873. Allen expanded
the curriculum, increased the
length of time of attendance and I
increased the faculty. The Cantornia State Teachers Association
was founded on the Normal Schfail
campus itt 1/47ri Student teachirr.4
roHhitli.
was added to life
BUILDING DESTROVED
During Allen’s administrat ion. a
fire destroyed the Normal School
building and a new building, costing $148,936.95 was taint. By the
end of Allen’s administration there
WM 567 students entailed.

HENRY P. CARLTON
Normal school graduate Charles
pupils. By the end of his term in wr, muds stepped
in to reptile,
1867, there were over 100.
Alien. He had previously founded
CARLTON SUCCIKEDED
a high school with a progressive
George Tait fl/Ilowed Carlton,
but he too, was principal for only
one year. He attended the University of Virginia. Carlton resumed
the position in February of 1868.

passiii.4- !.2,r; ale for entrance examinations
n
was raised about 10 percent. Also during this time, the
manual training curriculum was
expanded. In his last year of administration athletics were included in the Normal School curriculum.

William T. Lucky followed Carlton and remained principal until
1873. During his administration,
the normal school moved to San
Jose. He had previously been president of Howard Female College in
Missouri and Pacific Methodist
College in Vacaville, Calif.
Approximately 150 students
were in attendance at the formal
opening in San Jose in 1871. The
school was beginning to expand. A

Ambrose II. Randall was the
Best administrator to carry the
title of president, a position he
held from 1896 until 1899. He had
done some leaching and organized
the Stockton High School. During
his presidency, a four-year course
became effective. More emphasis
was given to the study of psychology and to teaching methods. The
manual training department acquired more equipment.

CHARLES W. CHILDS

AMBROSE RANDALL

James McNaugh ton became and was successful in obtaining
president in 1899. He had the dis- I appropriations from the state leg Unction of being the first presi- islature. The basic Tower Rill
dent of Mayville State Teachers
College in North Dakota. During
his year of administration there
were approximately 687 students
enrolled. He suggested a summer
session, though it was not initiated
at that time.
The turn of the century saw Dr.
Morris Elmer Dailey as president
of the Normal School. He was the
first president to hold a doctorate
degree, which he earned from the
University of Indiana.
Dailey’s presidency is the second
longest in the history of the institution.
He brought prominent persons,
such as Thomas Edison, to campus. He sought to raise academic
standards, to improve his faculty
JOHN T. WAHLQUIST

THOMAS W. MAO OUARR1E

complex was built during his ad
there
ministration. Th.
bears his name
HAIL’ S oil
aettni:
Lewis B.
president when 1,:olc,!. died aid
deniy in 1919. William Webb Kemp
became president in March of
1920. An educator of international
fame, Kemp’s job was to prepare
the Normal School for the pro.
posed transition to collegiate
status. During his administration
the Normal School became the
San Jose State Teachers College.
In 1923, the first A.B. and junior
college certificates were granted.
President Kemp resigned to join
the University of California in
(Continued on rage 311to
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LIBRARY ADDITION

Here’s Your Guide to
25%
Savings on Used Books

SOUTH 4th STREET

CALIF.
BOOK
COMPANY

Thousands Available
Open nights
lit nine

Save Money
Fast, row -Icons

service

California Book Company
134 E. SAN FERNANDO 1
wiluiiiilmoimmomomudimmoomoomoimommonnuoutoinnumminouil om moomiiniumummioinimiimmmei
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Students Had Reg Woes in Past Years, Too

SJS
Oil
it ,,iii

Money
comes
rolling
in

when you use

Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
... they bring results!

Room J206

Photos Examine
New Generation
American ph iitog ra pher Ted
Russell reveals his view of the new
itifuences, opinions and trends uttered by the World Wur 11 generation, come-of-age in an exhibit currently on display in the College
1.ibrary. cent ’at Building, firm
I our section.
In his collection called "Gerinany: A New Generation," Russell
tries to capture the mode being
set by the new generation of politieat, business and education leaders
di the "growing, prospering and
progressive" post-war Germany

SJS Graduate
Retires From USAF
Phone 294-6414

1:30 - 4 p.m. Daily

Ext. 2465

Lt. Cot. Albert T. Parr, SJS
graduate, recently retired from the
U.S. Air Force following 22 years
if active service.
Parr, who received a B.A. degree
in social science in PM% was presented with a First Oak Leaf Cluster to the Air Force Commendation medal.

AS THESE PICTURES of past SJS registrations show,
lines and schedule conflicts are not a new part of the registration wrangle. The above left, circa 1952, reveals the men’s
gym as the perennial seat of class signups.
The top photo shows a future Spartan peering across a
table at a student avidly consulting a bulletin during the spring
1963 registration. The photo above, center, finds students
waiting to sign class rosters.
Students registering for the Fall, 1963 semester were
caught in an early and unseasonal rainstorm. Not all students,
however, as the umbrellas in the above right and center right
pictures show, were caught by the precipitation. Bottom right
photo finds a student busily studying his class schedule.
Familiar scenes in registration, past and present, are long

lines of students waiting to acquire packets. crowds of students
bvsily writing, filling out the numerous cards in the library, and
the familiar words, "Cards five through 11 pleezer
Other well-known sights include the looks of panic and disappointment when an instructor mouths those fateful words,
"I’m sorry. That class is closed." But, as in past semesters, Spartans survived the ordeal of lines and closed classes and made
preparations to meet the challenge of the new semester.

FAST SERVICE
LARGE SELECTION
25% off on used books
FREE BOOK COVERS
FREE DESK BLOTTERS
all at

i300/zAt.2e,
’’Right on Campus"
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!fgaz

XX ,4.1.;

Arlin., kr in
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This is the average man.
The men studying him aren’t.
Putting together thousands of measure ents, Air Force
scientists designed this "typical" head. Its purpose? To
help provide better protective equipment for Air Force
flying personnel.
But the young men working on this project are far from
average. As Air Force officers, they are working in a field
that requires 3 high degree of technological insight
The fact is, most Air Force jobs today call for ul7inoi,
specialized know-how. And they give
young officers the opportunity to un-

U.S. Air

dertake vital missions of great responsibility.
For instance, an Air Force scientist mey be exploring
the complex field of aerodynamics. Another may be
engaged in bloenvironmental engineering. A third may
be studying the technology of nuclear weapons.
How many other professions give a young man sucb
important work to do right from the start?
YOU ran get started on an Air Force officer career by
enrolling in Air Force ROTC For infor.
ma tiCin, see the Professor of Air5cienr.4.

Force
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Walk in now for
11(nrau Style Food-Moderate Prices
Roast Eastern Beef
Virginia Baked Ham
Kosher Style Corned Beef
Roast Tom Turkey
Chicago Style Pastrami
Roast Turkey Leg
COMBINATION PLATES

1.40
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1.40
- 1.35

Any 2 meats $1.65
Any 3 meats $1.90
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .25
or,lers include choice of Salad, Barbequed Beane,
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US Has Had a Long Line SJS Students
Of Distinguished Heads Study Abroad
I ord lulled from Page IR)
1923. Alexander Richard Heron
served as acting president during
the suminer of 1923 until Edwin
Reagan Snyder w a s appointed
president in September.
Snyder was already noted as a
leader in the field of industrial and
vocational education. He earned
his Ph.D. from Columbia University. He had previously served in
leading administrative positions of
other schools as well as State
Commissioner of Industrial and
N’iteational Education.
Snyder’s sudden death In 1925
iaused Herman F. Minssen to become acting president, a position
he held until 1927. He had been a
part of the faculty for seven years
as head of the mathematics department. By this time there were
some 1420 students registered.
Perhaps some of the most progressive and changing years of
SJS were under the administration of the late Dr. Thomas %V.
MacQuarrie, 1927 to 1952. MacQuarrie earned his AS., M.A., and
Ph.D. degrees in a span of four
years at Stanford University.
MacQuarrie emphasized the
practical rather than the theoretical during his administration. He
was responsible for the expanding
non-teaching curricula. In 1935
San Jose State Teachers College
became San Jose State College. It
struggled through the war years
of 1941--1945.
GRADUATE LEVEL COURSES
After the war, the college Wits
authorized to offer graduate level
rourses and by 1947, enrollment
had increased to 6,855. When President MacQuarrie became president in 1927 there were 2,124 students enrolled. At his retirement

rr

In 1952, there were 5,936 studeul
enrolled in the spring semester.
Dr. John T. Wahlquist succeeded
Dr. MacQuarrie in the summer of
1952. He received his Ph.D. from
the University of Cincinatti, where
he specialized in secondary education and educational psychology.
Under Dr. Wahlquist’s administration, SJS enrollment has grown
literally by leaps and bounds. The
college began to operate under the
semester system and extended day
classes were offered. A humanities
program was adopted. New occupational curricula have been added
and an emphasis on scholarship
employed.
Dr. Clark is the eighteenth in a
series of distinguished presidents.

S.J. Engineer
Joins Faculty
’ 1,1 Nemehter at
SLarling
San Jose Stab ’,liege is Robert
S. Jordan, 32, San Jose consulting
engineer. He is filling the half-time
position of research coordinator recently vacated by W. Henry Durr
and also will instruct half-time in
the Civil Engineering Department.
Darr was on leave in a position in
Hawaii hut is now a special consultant with the Santa Clara
County schools.
Jordan previously attended SJS
from 1949 to 1950 and later went
to the University of Santa Clara
and Stanford University. where he
recened his Ma Siel’S degree in
1954. He has taught at the University of Santa Clara and served as
a research analyst in the U.S.
Army.
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10 Administration Changes

In Program

Tw. student.: and a 1,1-.,tes,or
from San .lose State left recently
for Waseda University in Tokyo,
Japan.
William J. Cole Jr. and James
Shaw will be studying with 17
other State College students at the
University and Professor Harris
Martin will be resident director of
the college program there.
The university is one of three
schools being added this year to
the State College overseas program. Also added this year, are
the University of Granada, Spain,
and the University of Uppsala,
Sweden.
The program first began last
year when 108 students attended
Va NOUS overseas universities including Aix-Marseille, Heidelberg,
Berlin, Formosa, Madrid and
Stockholm.
This year 213 students will attend the overseas session, representing all 16 of the State colleges.
The cost to the State is the
same as it would be for a student
attending a State college in California.
The students pay for their own
fees, housing and transportation.
,Total cost is about $1200 to $1700.
SJS students who are studying
in France are Thomas J. Bye,
James Ferris, Sanford E. Jacquard,
James W. Keesling, Paula Knowlton, Pamela D. Lee, Edward F.
Pia, Florence San Filippo and
Judith A. Wiseman.
Studying at universities in Germany are Bruce W. Edwards,
Dean H. Faulkner, Norman L.
Guiniasso, Kenneth Myles, Karl G.

stitutional Studies. Robert Jordan, De Cornelia A. Tomes has been
There have been 10 changes in trative olIi
ii at-1 replacesWilliam H. Durr as part- appointed as Associate Dean of
Allan V. Collisim l.
administration for fall 1964. Five
1Students in Charge of Activities
of these changes are in adminis-I pointed Associate Director of In- time research coordinator.
and Mark Wayne was appointed
Administrative Assistant to Ow
Dean of the College.
Dr. Gerald Wheeler replaces Dr.
Harold DeBey as part-tirne Assistant to the Dean of the Graduate
Division.
In the Humanities and Arts Division there have been three
changes. Dr. William Moellering is
acting head of the Foreign Languages Department for one year
while Dr. Wesley Goddard is in
France.
Dr. I.awrence II. Mouat has
been appointed head of the Speech
Department and Dr. Harold .1.
Todd has been appointed head of
the Drama Department replacing
C77S.
SI
Alden Smith.
DR. LAWRENCE H. MOUAT
ARNOLD E. TRUE
DR. CORNELIA A. TOMES
Arnold E. True, in the Seienees
... heads Speech Department
. . . new associate dean
. . . acting science head
and Applied Arts Division, has
been appointed, for fall only, actPeterson and Robert Siebengarting head of the Meteorology and
ner.
Physical Science Department replacing Dr. Wilbur Sprain.
Antonio Andrade Jr., Mary G.
Doman, Theolyn Y. Farley, DougIn R.O.T.C., Lt. Col. Carl W.
las A. Field. Kathleen II. Fletcher,
Ivie has been appointed head of
Lowry
Madeline H. use. Bonnie A.
the Military and Tactics Departand Margit Priestley will study in
ment replacing Lt. Col. Edwin T.
Spain.
Rios.
Gary W. Ca rlson, David 0.
Christensen, Daniel A. Difusco,
DIPLOMA OKAYED
and Arthur R. Pryer have chosen
to study in Sweden.
One hundred and one years ago,
San Francisco reeognived the norLARGEST BUILDING
Ma I school’s Mph hem, This enWhen Tower Hall was completed
titled the holder to teach in San
in 1906 during the administration
Francisco selasil, rind permitted
of President Morris Elmer Dailey
normal school pupils to do substitute teaching. The state normal
AIL
it was the largest building contil S:111 Jo., a few
school 1111,\
LT. COL. CARL W. IVIE
DR. HAROLD J. TODD
structed of reinforced concrete in
1:11
ROTC top man
. . . heads Drama Department
land area in the world.

A
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SJS Faculty Welcomes 107 New Members
1 1.1 I ii ii
ACCOUNTING
.. it
1S-1art r
Accounting
The
added one new full-time triessay eaded I.. t’s iseseerassy Educe.
inaait
tat pars -time
member. She is Mrs Passes Lars 1.’s
eh.. a at trs E .jo.ii. I 111111) ;1,11414111
Damon assistasit protesss
all./ 11.1, 14.111.1%.411 114%
received her BS. dt-Kil4t- Iee 14 Ft .41.1/11-%411
from the (lowered), et C-thlosissa tt A tars, t ha’s. is ,,t Cmitessua
114it11.1.0 _’,.t.-’,i.’.’
arid her M B A degree nos: Stss, and Is
lit-eii It, the
131.
I Is
ford in 1449
toreirm
Marc S Scher, BS 1964 at l’irited
lersesairt
\vim: e
Sari Jose State, will be p..: t time
shreel% 141 11.-1. B A
pi mess. ,
assistaiss
. sissiee from the triassrsity 01 Itial
INISI’S’PRIAL REIATIteSs
Patrick M. Williams. assist ma lands and has been a leacher is
professor, has been added in the 1 several California schools, is also
Industrial Relations Department. on the staff.
Walter K. Konishi, assistant
He received both his B.S. and
professi sr, received his B. A, from
M.B.A. degrees from the
the University of Hawaii and his
vividly of California.
MANAGEMENT
M.Ed. degree from the tIniversit
In the Management Department of Illinois.
as
Dr. itobeit B
Will be Kenneth J. Enke’, assistant
It A
professor. He received his BSI. sistarit t’’" .---ot . recessed
and L.L.B. degrees at the Fro degree I I. /Is A Fli,/11:1 Strili- I 111
versity of Minnesota hats S. tsss.t ser its .001 he Al Fit :out
it 1!1/111,1i’l’
terse the tail,
and has been iii private lass
Y17/1+
rice from 1441 to ’1964
It. \.11.1 s’slI Ile
MARKETING
assi,laiit pretessor.
Three new ’steadiers have beers a part -tit.l
added to the Marketing Depart- She received her P. A degree fruits
ment. Dr. MerleI. Diiiibuth, as- Sass Jose Stale and has la-en Assistant professor. who has been sistant Dean of W1/111ill at the
an instructor at the University College ot Idaho.

University and his Ph.D. from Car- Instructor, who has taught in several schools in Argentina.
iii -1, Institute of Technology.
Herbert J. tuts assistant pi-ofess is IL ENGINEERING AND
sue has been all instructor at
PPLIED MECHANICS
1961 to
A graduate of Oxford University, Stanton.’ thasersity from
Esielasid, Omar ’V. e’areeski will be 1964.
Dr Adolfo Psi Mornanto, lecasistaid professor in the Civil Enbeets ais associate
Applied Mechasues turer. Who
isig
State
Department He received his professor at San Francisco
S E. from Prineeton University College from 1961 to 1964

Hi MAN ITIES
Jerome Jacobssai will be lecturer
fis the Iluniatiities Program
eli !his: department. lie has been an
eitseWl.l. kW General Electric Coot- there is one new instructor. Ile is
pato in San Jose Isom 1953 till Charles II. Paul. assistant professor, lie has been research assistant
present.
of California
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING at the University
1964.
Dr. Lorin R. Davis, assistant from 1961 to
PHILOSOPHY
professor, is one of three new facThere will be seven new memility members in the Mechanical
Engineering Department. He re- bers in the Philosophy laepartment.
Lucius If, Eastman Jr., assistant
seived his B.A. degree from Brigham Young University, his M.S. de- professor, has lases a teaching asree from Purdue University, and sistasit at the University of Texas
Is’ Ph.D, degree lions the Cense from 1962 to asst.
Hobert is I.’, r.f,t1 pall -time in
:my ot Illinois.
Third member of this is Harvey stristra, Is, trees a teaching asB. Shartstein, assistant professor sistsio st the teraersity of CahHe has beess an assistant professor toruia Ii.so 14C1 to 1964
assoeiale
Du Eugene
at the Polytechnic Institute of
professor, ha- I aonlit al ,.es real
Brivoklyn from 1956 ti 1961.
or of -The
colleges and us :is
ENGLISH
iron, 1954 le 1964.
new instrUelOss will be in mianst"
Richard C 1.nahourrenv,
Its- English Department this Se
18,1.11:ill his B.A.
title illsil’IliIi/r,
SECONDARY EDI’t’ATION
of Florida from 1961 to 1964.
degree its 1963 from Lung Beach
The secondary Edsication DeJames W. Klausineyer, assistant
1)011 W. Dietiker, as.sistant proState College.
professor, who receised Isis B.S. partment Ilas one new faculty lessor, has been a teaching assist Paul It. pier part-time instrucdegree in 1960 (*mil It..- I 11:,-Isity member. She is Miss S’Isirley I. alit at the University of Wiseoresin
tor has been .1 minister at. the
Ilissiteld, assistant professor. St.,’ trolls 1960 its present.
ut Michigan.
Cluireli or claret. S:in Jose from
NI us. (its briele L. Rink part-time
Third new member et 11, skis isa her B.A. degrea, from VStirt Is-,
to pissrsis
mtese. NI It E. degree from 310h-1 iiistrUctOr, a gradliEste from Sail ’nil
keting Depaitineet ssitl la ssri,s,
Sci imidt. assistant
Michael
mu Oshikawa, assistant piohs,or Theoloriea I Sesninary rr sr! NI .v Jose Slate.
Dr. Franklin ft. Rogers, lecturer, professor, tun (seen a teaching
Isom I.os Angeles State,
He has been a researeli
assistant sit Ohio Stale University
Mrs. Winigred A. Ragsdale, part- sir, has been an in.strueloi at
at the University ot Weshingion 1
time assistant professor, Who ha, Mall) colleges. including the Uni- from 1960 to 1964.
erser erns sr Ise.
1)1., Frederick J. Scott, assistant
1\1.11:V1Ni I.
aissed seal: the
\
( ’erns 111 sersity of California and the Iasi.
51 /
professor, has taught at several
e. I
and seseral California solely of Wisconsin.
.111,1
Mrs. Maureen P. Wlison, Instruc- colleges and universities. He was
partment has a part-time tacelty
tor, is a graduate of San Jose an assistant professor at Sacra4 II I
VIII%
member. Eugene Rippers, assistant
mento State College from 1963
State.
St liIiiI (iii
professor, also received his BA
to 1964.
FOREIGN LANGITAGE
’ 1..11111’1’11W
and L.L.B. degrees frosts SOsithersi
PsVit.tioiAJGv
Three assistant professors and
Methodist ts ri i v er sit y, Dallas. ant professor. Is.- I allied the
Six part-time assistants and
Speech Correction eisl Audiology two instructors have been added to
Texas.
faculty members have
SECRETARIAL ADMINISTRA- program. She has Nall an assist- the Foreign Language Department. three other
Mrs. Simone R. Garrainon, as- been added to the Psychology Deant professor at Western Michigan
TION DEPARTAISNT
sistant professor, has been an its. partment staff.
Dr. Jantes E. Wade, .issist ant Pulver:its.
Dr. Milton L. Andersen, asstructor at the University of Ore!IL N1111 %I. ENGINEERING
professor in the Semaareil Ad
sistant professor, has been a rementher of the gon from 1962 to 1964.
.
ministration Department, received
Mr. Jean-Raymond Gosselin, as- search fellow at the University of
his B.A. and M.A. degree from the (She.1S’airril Issisineering Department
California from 1958 to 1964.
University of Notre Dame and his , is Dr. Robert P. Romig, assistant sistant professor, has been instrucMiss Phyllis M. Arnold, partPh.D. from St. Louis University, professor He received his B.A. and tor at Stanford University.
Mrs. Delia F. Hutton, part-time time assistant, received her BS.
1 M.S. degrees from Oregon State
Missouri
eke

Classic poplin raincoat.
65% "Damon" pot) ester, 35% cotton

Shp -on moccasins uppers of
"Cor fain"’ poromeric

Tapered stretch slacks: "Dacron" polyester,
worsted, "Lycra" spandex

degree in 1962 from Southeast
Miesouri State College.
Dr, Loy S. Braley, assistant professor, hass been an assistant professor at the University of California at Santa Barbara from 1958
to 1964
Mrs. Carrie Jo Charidlee, parttime assistant, received her B.A.
degree iii 1960 from Long Beach
State Cane.
Mrs. Margery M. Eltrinteham,
part-time assistant, received Iser
B.A. degree in 1964 from San Jose
Stale.
Miss Annabelle P. Francis, parttime assistant, received her B.A. in
1963 from San Jose State.
Dr. Rose Ginsberg, assistant professor. has been an assistant professor at Queens University in
Canada from 1962 to 1964.
David J. Kostansek, part-time
assistant, has been a teacher at
St. Mary’s School ill Ohio from
1959 to 1961.
Mrs. Alan Lis Coekerline, parttime assietant, has been a psychometrist at Hope tor Retarded
Children. Bic., at San .1.X.P from
1962 to present.

taught in the Bay Area. He holds
a B.A. and M.A. from University
of California.
Dr. Annelise M. Thimme, lecturer, has taught ill Germany six
years. Slie reeeised her Ph Ii from
Georg August Uhiversitai. Got’
tingels Germany
11. Weraiel, assistant
Tissirs
pride .rs us.. h lilireetOr of public
ir ’1 3 Vermont se11601.
relais
his B.A. frurn Yale
and M.A. frosts Univeristy 01
Washington.

Florida and has a B.S. from
Georgia State College for Women
and M.Ed. from University of

JOURNALISM AND
ADVERTIsING
Two new faculty members appear in the Journalism and Advertising Departmeht. Mrs. Ann W.
C13fir/Pr,
i:. a
past managing editor ot TV Guide.
She received a B.A. Bun San
Francsico State.
Gerson F. Miller, assistant proin- fessor. has worked for King FeaDr. John F. Wintterle,
Syndicate. He received a
structor, has taught at several tures
California.
California institutions and holds B.A. from University of
a B.S., MS. and Ph.D. from UniI.A1S’ ENFORCEMENT AND
ADMINIsTRATION
versity of Oregon and M.A. from
University of California.
Frank al. Moore, associate professor, has been Witted 10 the DePOLITICAL SCIENCE AND
partment sit 1.a5s Enforcement and
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
He holds a B.A.
Three new faculty members Administratien.
have been added to the Political and M.A. trims SJS, and L E.I3
Clara. He hat served
Science and Public Administration front Saida
Department Eetinetis R D31101P1’ as a defray sheriff fOr Santa
County.
ty, part-time lecturer, is an S.18 Clara
MATHEMATICS
alumnus, reeeteille a B A. here
The Mailiematies Department
in 1959.
William T. Marraw, instructor, has eight new faculty members.
holds a B.A. and M.A. tram Stan- Di.. Robert H. DeVore, assistaet
SPEECH
professor. has a B.S. from lint.
ton].
In the Speech Department are
Mrs. Aim Mettler, instruetor, versity of Illinois and M.S. and
six new members:.
received her B.A. front SJS its Ph.D. from University of Arizona.
George Alder, part-time assist- 1962.
Dr. Franklyn B. Fuller, partant professor has been a professor
Mrs. Bonny L. Vaught. pats -time time lecturer, has worked for the
at San Jose Bible College from lect twee was counselor of a church National Aero and Space Admin.
1954 to present.
renter in Berkeley for tasi years. I:oration. Ile holds a B.A. from
Dr. Ted W. Benedict, associate She graduated with a ft.A. degree 5.15 and NI S. HIM 1’11.1/. liven
professes’’, has been chairman at front SJS.
St :oared.
a department at Pacific Union ColGordon K. McLeod, lecturer, has
SOCIOLOGY AND
lege, California.
a B.S. from Jamestown College in
ANTHROPOLOGY
North Dakota and MS. front
R. Kent Crockett, part-time asSociology and Anthropology DeNorth Dakota State.
sistant, got his degree’ from San
partment has added five instrucAlfred E. Halteman, part-time
Jose State and has been teaching
tors. Dr. Eiji C. Arnemiya, aslecturer, has worked with Sylat a
high school.
sistant professor, has a B.A. from
yenta Electronics System. Ile has
John D. (Italians, part-time as- Pepperdine College,
M.A.
and
a B.A. from Oberlin College and
siatant professor, has been an in. Ph.D. from USC.
M.A. from University at Oregon.
structor at San JOSP City College,
Donald A, Clarke, lecturer, has
George (i. Reetssars, assistant
Michael Moretti, part-time asworked with the Red Cross and professor, has taught. its Greece.
sistant, is a recent graduate of
Community Chest. He holds a He has a Diploma of Gymnasium
San Jose State.
B.A. from Antioch College and and Diploma of Mathematics front
Dr. K. Hartley Sulston, part- M.S.S. front University of Buftwo Greek colleges.
time assistant professor, has been falo.
John L. Troutman, assistant proCampus Lutheran Pastor at StanJoseph M. Forbes, lecturer, has fessor, has worked as a research
ford University from 1963 to presbeen affiliated with various col- scientist for NASA. He received
ent.
leges in Asia. He has a B.A. from a B.S. and M.S. from Virginia
HISTORY
Redlands,
B.S.
from
Andover Polytechnic Institute and MS.
Six professors, one of which
Newton Theological School, and from Stanford.
is part-time, will be added to the
an M.Th. from USC.
Hoyt D. Warner, lecturer, has
History Department. Dr. James
Don M. Johnston, part-time in- a B.A. filen IfarVaiX1 and M.A.
H. High, associate professor. was
a tonnes. investigator for CIA and structor, graduated with u B.A. from Yale.
Dr. Albert D. Wasel. assistant
has (aught at several West Coast from SJS.
Dr. Frances W. Undenvood, as- professor has worked as a concolleges. He has a B.A. from West
Washington College of Education sistant professor, has a B.A. from sultant for IBM and as a senior
and a Ph.D. from University of University of Pennsylvania and staff scientist for Lockheed Missiles. Ile has a B.A. and MEd.
Ph.D. from Yale.
California.
from University of Pittsburg’s and
Thomas D. Swift, part -lime inHOME ECONOMICS
Ph.D. front Stanford.
structor, hats taught in Japan. He
Mrs. Ann Smith Rice, associate
NURSING
has a B.A. and M.A. from Uni- professor, has been added to the
Four new members have been
versity of California.
Home Economics Department. She
George E. Moore, instructor, has has taught at several schools in added to the Nursing Department
Mrs. Marjorie A. Craig, instructor.
received a B.S. from SJS.
Miss Barbara M. Felltnan, as
?intent professor, has worked overseas in the Army Nurse Corps. She
received her B.S. from University
of Washington.
Mrs. Margaret W. Jensen, ti-.
’distant professor. has taught its
British Columbia. She has a B.A.
and B.S. from University of British Columbia and MS. from Uni- with cd.,h regi5ter iec4t
versity of Chicago.
Miss Joan ’I’. Sullivan, assistant
professor, received her B.S.N. and
MveiSs.iN.Ed.
irom St. John’s Unity.
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-Right on Campus"
Natural -shoulder blazer:
70% "Orlon" acrylic. 30% wosl

Striped Oxford button-down:
65% "Dacron" polyestcr, 35% cotton

Brushed, crew -neck sweater:
100% "Orlon" acrylic

by popular
request we
aro offering
down plaid sport shirt:
t.S’. "Dacron" polyester, 35% cot ton

3 -button suit with vest:
55% "Dacron" polyester, 45% worsted

Zio-front ski parka with hood’
100% Du Pont nylon

for
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THE YOUNG MAN IN THE KNOW:WHAT HE’S WEARING THIS FALL
Here arc- some of the crstias that rate with college
men this fall. We know. Because we asked them.
Campus leaders from all parts of the country gave us
the word at the 3rd Annual Du Pont College, Career
Fashion Conference.
These clothes have more than great style. They also
have the built-in neatness of Du Pont fibers. They’l!
ss, .c..1 a 4.4 two 1444 44444

stay in great shape through lots of hard wear And
easy care will keep them in great shape.
All the big styles come with the extras of Du Pont
fibers. Just make sure the label says "Dacron",
"Orlon", "Lycra", "Antron"* nylon, Du Pont nylon
. . . and, in shoes, new "Corfam". Stop and see your
favorites at SMITH’S, Oakland.
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NMI NINO FOR OMR USING ...111110UOM Cid/RIMY
Smith’s,

Oakland
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SWEATshirt
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BIOLOGY
In the biological sciences department, two new professors have
heen added. Miss Elene J. Diskellis,
1959 gratitude of SJS, worked as a
technical insistent at SJS and as a
microbiologist at California State
Department of Public Health,
Berkeley, 1960 to 1964.
Dr. Don C. Prusso, has a B.S.
degree from the University of
Nevada, an M.S. degree from
Washington State University, and
a Ph.D. from the University of
California in Davis. He has worked
as research assistant at Washingtoe State University and the University of California, Davis, and
tell tired at Davis from 1963 to
1964.
CIIP31IIISTRY
Two new professors have joined
the chemistry department. Dr.
Joseph R. Crook holds a B.S. from
the University of Nevada, and a
Ph.D. in 1963 from Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago. He
worked as a teaching assistant at
Illinois Institute of Technology,
and a substitute lecturer at the
University of Colorado, 1963-64,
Dr. Arthur D. Stump has a B.S.
from Oregon State College, and
M.S. and Ph.D. from OSU. He
taught at high schools in Oregon
and was a research associate at
OSU. He was an associate professor at ’rat-kio Colleges Missouri,
1963-64.
(Continued on Page 1R)
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Atito-Trtick Mishap
Claims SJS ProiessJi-
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RECEIVES $1,500 GRANTCraig Yamamoto, SJS junior in In
du%tial Design, second from right, accepts a grant of $1,500
born Don R. De La Rossa of Ford Motor Company, the first
aimaal grant from Ford. hi all $3,000 was granted by the auto
lit
to further the industrial de%igii program, in which this Cal
trailer Lombinatiori was developed by Yamamoto. Left to ri:slit
Waliain H. Corrigan of Ford; De La Rossa, William J. Ousel,
1,JS vise president; Yamamoto; John Gilbaugh, deal, of Ilie
college.
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Yamamoto Is Recipient
Of $1,500 Ford Grant
e,-,,ising a grant is one of the
harder ways for a strident to have
way paid through collegeice
it or not. Usually he has
to be among the most astute to
receive the money.
San Jose Stale College is to.,
exeeptest in having gifted studeoL;
mid the giants to help them. The
National Seienee Foundation and
Ford Moor Co. have allocated
=An to SJS.
As part of $67,000 given to four
western colleges, SJS received
$18,000 from the National Science
Foundation to finance research
projects for ten students majoring
in chemistry. The students receive
$200 yearly while SJS is allocated
$500 to cover all instructing expenses. Dr. Lloyd Van Altem associate professor of chemistry, is
supervising the projects.
The grant from Ford Motor Co.
went to establish an annual scholarship in the field of industrial
design. The first two annual
awards of this $3,000 grant went
to Cr :rig Yamamoto, in Junior in
industrial design. He received a
total of $1,500, while the balance
will be used by the college to help
develop ihe industrial design program.
Yamamoto was presented the
scholarship by two representatives
from Ford Motor Co. in Dearborn,

Decorating
College Rooms
By MAINIERY MeELHENV
United Press International
CHICAGO (UPI) College
bound students have a number of
chores waiting for them between
Ore time they arrive with their
belongings ion. the year and the
to...t day of etas,
ao, the
1:,ggest problem i.
One of the best way to set a
bright scheme is with a gay area
rug. Practical, and also budget
prieed, are rugs of cotton or synthetic fibers that can be machinewashed.
To create a room with sparkle,
avoid the neutral go-with -anything
colors, Walls and floorswhich
can’t be changed will already be
in neutrals. Adding more "safe
tailors will make the mean duller
,ver,

0

Michigan. Yamamoto was in Detroit this summer on an internship
grant front General Motors Corp.

Reception Honors
New President
A re. tri I I, al lionoinig Pm-a:lent
and Mrs. Robert D. Clark and 107
other new faculty members and
their wives was held yesterday in
the Spartan Cafeteria.
Among the new faculty members, 11 persons were appointed to
the fine arts area. Of these, six
are assigned to the Art Department, two to the Drama Department and three to the Music
Department.
Dr. Harold J. Todd, Who has
been a director and writer with
Revue Studios since 1962, will succeed Alden Smith as head of the
Drama Department. Dr. Todd in
one of the founders of the San
Francisco Actors’ Workshop.

giv yoks

HIGHLIGHTS
from

PAGEANT
MAGAZINE

Welcome back to campus from
PAGEANT Magazine. Each month in
this space we will bring you news
about articles, important features
and exciting photo-stories that reflect the world about us; that place
the national scene into sharp focus
that are incisively written by outstanding people. In October PAGEANT,
for example, don’t miss Pros and
Con.. RICHEST POLITICIANS: ARE
THEY BEST FOR OUR COUNTRY? or a
Vitally Important article ARE YOU
HEADING FOR A CAR CRASH? Also,
features by national columnist Max
Lerner, Sargent Shriver, Secretary of
Interior Udall and noted- guidance
authority Or. Rose Franzblau. Over
30 a tides of rewarding, informative
reachng. Gel October PAGEAN1 today

PAGEANT
MAGAZINE

AlIERICA’S
2710IWITPli01.0AING
iT!4G.IZI.\E!
(Look forthese highlights next month)

NOW ON SALE

USED BOOKS
LARGEST STOCK
IN TOWN

Cum Laude: the ia n of 1964 campus-correct ,
ail right here for you! Your Ivy Suit for
90. Super Sportcoats and Blazers as
90. Sensational Sweaters from the world 6
Yrim, avorite ti ant-or-New ;i3ivet., Shirts. A pieV
Pants from 4.25 up Parkas & Jackets of AI kirr:
iiighteousiVainwear. Shoes. All your luggage. Formals
too (never forget we also rent ’em). So why
everything you need for back-to-school at RA? Super/Charge styles you up for nothing down &
long months to pay. Theme: start your first class
and you’re Cure to rate a High Eye-Q on any campus!

Get yours now at
M=1

ariehatirie
-Right on Campus"

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

IN SANTA CLARA: STEVENS CHEEK PLAZA

ellhaPAIITAN DAIL?
Monday, Sept.

21, 191;1

State Board
Re -Accredits
Nursing Dept.

Summer in Cuba Prof. Leonard
Is ’Illuminating’
Given Award
For Two Students J.,

’SJS Prof Displays

Artistic Creations

-I..
.
,k’nis del" II’
Jewelry and other metal cmea- the De Young Museum in San IState Department ban on travel to
lions of Dr. Robert It. Coleman, I Francisco. His oaks also non ac. Cuba this summer and spent tam
SJS Nursing Department. one of ,rt
faculty member. are on display ’claim while on display at the In - months touring the forbidden Coin California’s largest, has been re- in the first floor exhibit cases of ternational Jewelry Show of 1964 monist island.
Eighty -four other U.S. and Canaand at New York Unkersity.
accredited by the state board of he Central Library Building,
Cuba
Slated for display through Oct.
-Jewelry is fl form of art expres- dian students also traveled to
nursing education and nurse regis6, the various pieces reveal some of sion, comparable to painting or any on the tour as guests of the Castro
tea lion.
hr. Coleman’s favorite art tech- other art expression," he slated. government.
Miss Grave Staple. department
All students had their passports
mques. These include east, forged Going on to emphasize his opinions
bead, recently riteeived a letter and fabricated jewelry plus flat- about the importance of art ex - temporarily revoked by the Stio.
from the hoard’s executiye sere- ware and holloware.
pression, he said, "It dominates DepartIllelll.
Robertoa Rubalcava, 27, a politiThe art professor joined the San over function, materials and techtary, advising her of the following
cal science major, and Luis M. Val1.lose State staff in 1946 after corn- *ties."
act
dez, 24. an English major, returned
pleting his studies at the California
The professor current ly serves as
’That (.11 the basis of %Misfile- j
College of Arts and Crafts, Mills President of the Metal Arts Guild to San Jose late in August and antory operation and in accordance College; the Institute of Design in
nounced they would attend SJS
of San Francisco and is on the exwith seetions 2788 and 1423 of the Chicago. Ill., and the C’hierigo Art ecutive committee of the California again this semester.
Thibalcro a and Valdez returned
laws and regulations relating to Institute.
Crafts Council.
with praise for Communist dieDr. Coleman has taught jewelry
flu rs ing educat ion-licensing-pracFair,
At the California State
tator Fidel Castro and his regime.
at Mills College arid the Teachers
held at Sacramento earlier this
t ice, acc red’ tat it in he emit inued for I
"I tiled to learn if Cuba’s soluCollege at Columbia.
Dr.
Coleman
demonstrated
month,
San Jose State College, departtions are valid. I’ m sure they ale."
Among his many credits, Dr.
various jewelry techniques, as part said Ruhalcava. Rubalcava stated
ment of nursing."
Coleman has exhibited at the Palof the Art in Action program.
his reasons for going to Cuba as a
Nursing courses were first of- ace of the Legion of Honor and at
While serving as a delegate to desire to "refute the obnoxious
fered at SJS in 1928, under thrthe International Congress of travel ban" and an interest in
direction of the late Iimin Jay (Craftsmen in June, at Columbia "Latin American history rind social
Elder. The nursing department
University. New York City, the problems."
established in 1955, three N ’
Valdez, who was photographed
helped to
after Dr. John T. Wahlquist.
lalh
Commit tee Execitt.p.)) San JOSE’ State professor
The with Cuban distator Fidel Castro,
came president.
1.,)aml will meet today at 3:30 in found a World Crafts Council.
Communist Premier
More than .100 students were en- the College Union. Bruce Edmonds, newly formed ciii c ii already described the
"deeply compasrolled in the Nursing Department chairman, requests all executive boasts 40 nations in its member- as "energetic" and
storm t e "
ship.
last fall,
members to attend.
1-^

Three Positions Open
On Rally Committee
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GIRLS!
Ponytail Hairpiece
Special to start the
Fall Semester

P:1

,,4

0

0
0

502 South Itit Street

100% Human Hair

E. O. M. Sale

0

Ponytails can easily be made into chignons, braids,
and several other of your favorite hairstyles.

See Nianagri-

Special Price
Reg. $55
The

!vadat] Rental Ser% ice
,

,,,,,

WORLD OF WIGS

Phone 2974187 7

For appointment call:

258.4801
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Books
Books
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SAVE
254/0
on

D.C., is Thomas E. Leonard,
if the Aeronautics Department at
San Jose State College, who re-1
ceived the Wheatley Award of the
University
As ’FittonAuiimiiulimmmm

Used Books

boarding plan may spread to other
campuses if’ it proves successful
here. According to the Prices. both
Long Beach State College mmmiii the
University of Southern California
have privately owned state air
proved co-ed housingThe Prices were forced to eon.
vent Harmony Heights from a
women’s vesidence when they Ile can operating way below their 80student capacity. They chose to
change to co-ed housing rather
than comcvling to a men’s residence.
THREE FACTORS
The owners blame their y:irats...
problem on three laclors:
111.1)0ItSt RESENVEll
"I. Ten per cent [ewer hi-shim,,’,,
Two fl. .ors of the focw-story
were a ccepted this year than last
structure have teen remrved for
and an additional 11,700 upper
n omen, one for the men. Ni, feelassmen are regisotied.
male or male student will he at "2. Qualifications I 1 r eidranee
lined on any floor except on the
were raised.
ones they belong.
"3. The stress tmum Pinior colonly areas open to Imth men leges."
as
and yvomen will be public, such
One difficulty Ole I’llees OMNI
t he recreation room, laundry room, face this semester is that Hwy
and silt ing rooms.
must maintain their imapponed
There will not be lock -out hours, housing status for at least one
hut hallway doors between floors semester.
will be locked and each student
"Parents will think twice before
will be given a key to his or her letting hoit yJimg.sters sh:y here,
floor.
and we won’t be mentioned in Ott
Harmony Heights is run by the student housing pamphlets distribRonald E. Prices. Price is in the uted by the college," Mrs. Prime oh real estate financing business.
served.
t

acquainted
live with it.
An ionovalion in college housing
we; initialed this semester with
the opening of the first co-ed room
torl Is:mai establishment for SJS
st nd,,nts. Itmuimony Heights, on E.
Street. formerly an upresidence .’or women, will
on, accept Junior, senior and gradmule .sliudeuils.
However, with this sexual inte’grati,in comes segrega I ion. The
house operates under rules similar
to criteria flit* approved co-ed
! hoarding establishinents in educational institutions.

PROF. LEONARD
. . . receives award

With

the opposite

sex

while he was in the nation’s
capital.
The award is given hy United
Ail’ Lines to the professional educator making the greatest contribution to aerospace education during the past academic
The new SJS aeronautics laboratory at San Jtrse Municipal Airport
and the progressive aeronautics
She hope s that the college- will
PLAN MAY SPREAD
; program are reasons Prof. Leonard
Mrs. Price, SJS graduate in have se( up standard% for co-ed
was selected to receive this prize
at the annual convention and aero- home economics, believes the co-ed livin,, centers by next semester.
space panerruna of the Air Force
I Association in Washington. ’Die
new SJS facilities were dedicated
last May.
Leonard. 42, joined the S.IS fat. nit)* in 1946 after serving in th.
Air Force in World Nt’ar II.

Prentice-Hall Publishes
Work of SJS Professor

Professors Plan
Economics Course
San Jose Slate College faculty
members, Dr. John
Sperling,
professor of humanities, and Dr.
Suzanne E. Wiggins, associate professor of economies, will he busy
the next two years developing and
evaluating a 12th grade course in
the principles of economics.
To finance the project, the I LS.
Office of Education has granted
them $144,000, which is being disbursed by the San Jose State College Foundation.
The Office of Education is supporting development of the course
following a report from the Economic Association in 1961. which
emphasized that with the complexities lif modern econornie issues,
Ihe American people need to
onaermand the role or economics
in daily life.
The course being developed by
Dr. Sperling and Wiggins is I1111
aspect of a three-year program rot
the Contra Costa County Office of
Education supported by the Joint
Council on Economic Education.
The final product of the complete
project will be a textbook, a teacher’s manual, booklets. mmmi ITInomic
isoal aids.
facts book and
The ei./III’Se %OH
Willie theories and ....pi aIm the
economic system,

CLIP

(you guessed it)

New Residence
Integrates Sexes

CLIP

English Professor Flans P. era of English," recently published
itith has written "Eirglish Today by Prentice-Hall.
Dr. Guth’s work interprets curand Tomorrow: A Guide for Teachrent developments in language and
literature, relating theni 1,1 a
fie,’ view Ia discipline.
EngA comprehtaisoc y
lish teacher’s responsibility n ith
speefie ’discussions on variations
such as instructional television arc
combinerl in the book.
Dr. Guth, who holds degrees
from Goethe University. Germany,
and University of !Michigan, has
been on the S.IS faculty since 1955
He recently completed a sabbatical
leave in West Germany, which included lectures on Radio Berlin and
Radio Frankfurt.
Ire has written several books, is
editor of "Idea and Image," and
has had material putilished jut

DR. HANS GUTH
. . author, lecturer

5;111.,,I.

A1111’111,111
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Rally Executive Board Meets Today
Rally C.)1111111 t
e Exec:Lai% e
Hoard has openings for three members for the fall semester. Positions include membership chairman, corresponding secretary and
vice-chairman.
lIcraiiremrans for the positions
hose (ow holding any ASH office .tin1,111, !mist Ire registered

CLIP

tor not less than 12 units and 10.
I good standing with the college.
1
Sign-ups for interview appointments will begin Tuesday, in the
College Union. Intervieyvs will be
held Monday, SeplemIxtr 28. )0 3:311
11).111. by the present e \ec,011.1.
In
hers. Appointment; n
rumnceti the 1011,m

CLIP

CLIP

ATTENTION!
CAR OWNERS
Silva Service Get Acquainted Offer
This ad redeemable for 50 additional 1
C.A.S.H. stamps with minimum purchase

Refund Policy

We carry a complete line of

Full refund with receipt

art, engineering and geneial

Store Hours
First week of school:
7:30 a.m.. 9:00 p.m.

until Oct. ninth

school supplies

Open all day Saturday

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY

Our Specialties:
Foreign and domestic car mechanic
Engine overhaul
Complete brake service
Auto electric and tune-up
Front end alignment
MAJOR GAS AT LOWER PRICES
We honor
Convenient Parking
tete for class?

134 EAST SAN FERNANDO

1111111 OM 1111 MN 11111 11111 1111 OM

Hourly, Doily or Monthly
Well pork it for y.,,

(Next to Shell Service)

295-8968

us sae On

all credit cards

SILVA SERVICE

4.11. 41.ch
1111

(.0.1111,111

78 South 4th Street

CLIP

Achievement Enriches Life,’
Pres. Clark Tells Freshmen
"Academic achievement first and
foremost should mean to you riot
simply a better job but a more
satisfying elll’Pel* and an enriched
life," new SJS Press. Robert Clark
said at this year’s freshman camp.
According to President Clark,
all learning is exciting. It is MOM
than an investment with dividends,
’’it spreads and cosers a great
area."
’’If you mutant) intensive study
in one field and aide ranging study
In others, you a ill greatly improve
your chances tor success in your
profession." President Clail< emphasized.

11le PS/W.1111a] puniose and the
sat isf act ion in college,"
oh ietas
the new president elated, "are to
be found in Intellect old achievement."
But President Clark stressed
that all through life see must sort
out the phony from the real.
"College is the life of the mind,"
he continued.
"The great variety of college
alid and imexperiences are
portant: social es eras, organizalianal act is it les, lave affairs,
studies; they aie all valid ways
of knowing and learning," President Clark emphasized.

of the above experiences
alt- encouraged )ind permitted in
college but it is Important to keep
each one ill its place, President
Clark related.
In college, learning Involves
both the practical and theotrical
aspects, according to President
Clark.
"The classroom and the practical
are esimpletnentary, the one enriching the other," he said.
year strike the fundamental tone
here, in the classroom, you will
add resonance," President Clark
concluded.

New Faculty Members, 107 Strong,
Join SJS Teaching Stall This Semester
(Continued from Page 415)
METEOROLOW/ AND
PHYsICAL SCIENCE
In the meteorology and physical
science department, three new
teachers have been added. Peter
Lester, 1963 graduate of SJS,
worked as a reseamitassistant at
Texas A & M Research Foundation, College Station, Texas, 1963
to 1964.
John W. Martin Jr., graduate of
SJS has been an instructor at Sun
Jose City College since 1959.
Edgar J. Rook holds a BS. from
Alfred University, New York; MS.
from SJS. He was assistant professor at Columbia UniVeltilly,
New York, teacher at Wilcox High
School from 1961 to 1964,
PHYSICS
Two new instructors have entered the physics department. Dr.
Michael J. Duggan has a B.S. from
MIT, an M.S. from Ohio State
University and a Ph.D. from Stanford. He has worked as an engineer
at Sylvania in Mountain View, and
a teaching assistant at Stanford
University. He was a physicist at
Kane Engineering Labs, Philco,
1960 to 1963.
Dr. Donald L. Strandburg has a
B.S. from Morningside College,
Sioux City, Iowa, Ph.D. 1961, Iowa
Slate University, Ames. Ile has
worked on the technical staff at
Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, and
was assistant professor at the Universiye of Santa Clara, 1961 to
1964.
SCIENCE EDUCATION
Mrs. Merilyn D. Bradford is the
newest member of the science education department. She has a B.A.
from Stanford, and was an exchange teacher at South Oxford
Infants School, England, and a
teacher at Monterey City Schools
from 1951 to 1964.
ROTC
Captain Eugene M. Johnson has
joined the staff of ROTC. Ile has

a B.S. 111/111 Maryland State
Teachers College where he was
platoon leader and photo interpreter, and hew as assistant army attache, Leopoldville, Republic of the
Congo, 1962-1963.
MEN’S P.E.
In the physical education department for men, two 1959 SJS
graduate’s will be teaching. John
B. Webb, instructor at Irvington
High School in Fremont, and Met,
win G. Smith, teacher transferring
front Lodi Union High School have
joined the faculty.
WOMEN’S P.E.
Four women have been added In
the physical education department
for women. Mrs. Betty J. Barnard,
assistant professor holds a B.A. obtained in 1962 from the thilversity
of Washington. She was reereation
director for Seattle Park Department, teacher in the Springfield
public schools, Masachusetts, and
teaching assistant at the University of Washington, 1963 to 1964.
Miss June Eby, assistant professor, 1960 graduate of Lewis and
Clark College in Portland, Oregon,
has been a teacher at the Hayward
Union High School District and a
leaching assistant at the University of California, Los Angeles,
1962 to 1964.
A graduate of Louisiana State
University in Baton Rouge, Miss
Carolyn Rogers was a teacher at
Midway Junior High, Shreveport,
Louisiana, teacher at Frankfurt
American Junior High, Germany;
Instructor, University of Texas,
Austin, 1960 to 1964.
University of North Carolina,
Greensboro, is the alma mater of
Miss Diana R. Williams. She was
an instructor at Newcomb College,
Tulane University 1961 to 1964.
ART DEPARTMENT
Six faculty members, three of
which are part-time, will join the
Art Department staff. Miss Marcia
R. Chamberlain, assistant proles -
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Expansion Continues
On SJS Campus
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Pencil Sharpeners

wrier!

sot’, received her B.A. from San
Diego State College and her M.A.
from the University of California, I
Los Angeles.
Richard W. Downs, part-time
assistant, graduated from the
University of California at Santa
Barbara with a B.A.
Robert Freimark, assistant professor, received his BEd. from the
University of Toledo, Ohio, his
M.F.A. from Cranbrook Academy
of Art in Michigan. Ile has been an
instructor at Ohio University,
The roar ot heavy construeliiin
Athens; artist in residence, Des equipment, whining saws andl
Moines Art Institute, and assistant pounding hammers will aecompany
professor at Orange State College. classroom instruction again this
Mrs. Cecile N. McCann, part- year.
The eontinited expansion of the
time assistant, received her B.A.
’
kl
and M.A. from San Jose State SJS campus Melts)
College, Among her past positions, Hall, LIM lilt.
she has been an architectural complex. The College II 1111,11 and
draftsman with the U. S. Navy; business division buildings are still
a tool designer, and owner and in planning stages.
Construction of MacQuarrie
operator of McCann Ceramics,
Miss Rosemary Topp, assistant, Hall, which began in October,
received her B.S. from the Uni- 1963, will continue throughout the
year. It is a five-story, $2,400,000
versity of Wisconsin.
David H. Young, lecturer, has re- building being erected on San
ceived both his B.A. and M.A. from Carlos St., next to the new education building. It will house the
SJS.
mathematics and law enforcement
DRAMA DEPARTMENT
Three full-time and two part- and administration dept. tformely
time faculty members have joined the Police School) and the Army
the Drama Department. Dr. Har- and Air Force ROTC units. The
old J. Todd, professor, received building is named for the 16th
his B.S. from Colorado University, president of the college, the late
his M.A. from Stanford University Dr. Thomas NV. MacQuarrie, who
and his Ph.D. from Denver Uni- died last spring.
Construction of the first half of
versity. He has been visiting professor to the Carnegie Institute a $10,000,000 science complex is
of Technology; associate professor, expected to begin after Jan. 1,
director of lab theatre at North- 1965. The six-story $5 million
western University, and director/ building will be across Fifth St.
between San Carlos and San Salwriter with Revue Studios,
Clifford J. Quittner, part-time vador Sts. It will contain laboraassistant received his B.A. from
SJS this year.
Dr. Wilson J. Coker, associate
professor received his Mus. B.
and Mus. M. from Yale and his
13. Mus, A. from the University of
Illinois. Ile was compaser-in-resi-

Downtown
11 SOUTH FIRST

9SPARTA_V DAIT.7-711
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tories, lacully alai department offices, storage rooms, and will be _
topped with a meteorology observation tower.
Funds for the Kennel half al the
Ire
SliP111.1. VOIIIPIPX
ill 1965-G6 it the Prutme.ileas
fedi
loss,ett ill the Nev
Proposition 2 is the ’said
higher education.
The campus is to be further expanded by the purchase of one and
one-third blocks of land between
Ninth and Tenth Sts, north of San
Carlos St. Part of this property
will be used as the site for the proposed business division building.
Other campus improvements
planned for this year include additions to the outdoor lighting system and the air-conditioning of the
central and north wings of the
library.

III

Hui

MEETING THE CHALLENGE of ever-expanding enrollment in
the increasing areas of science, construction of a six-story, $10
million, science building complex will begin at the first of the
year. The towering facility will be constructed across Fifth Street
between San Carlos and San Salvador Streets. Although buildfive million dollar
ing will begin in January on the first half a
half will be erected if Proposition 2 is
project the second
passed in the Nov. 3 election. The proposition consists of a
bond issue for higher education. Waiting in the wings, are plans
for construction of the College Union and business division buildings.

BOOKS
SUPPLIES
’Right on Campus’

ituzitramBorizotrze,

dence with the Ford Foundation
and administrative Associate, Lincoln Center for the Pet-forming
Arts,
Joseph E. Graves received his
B.A. and M.A. from SJS. He will
be a part-time professor.
Tikey A. Zes. assistant professor, received his B.M. and M.M.
from the University of Southern
California.
ECONOMICS AND (IEOGRAPHY
facility names will be
added to the list of the Economics
and Geography Department. Dr.
Jeanne P. Henry, lecturer, received her S.B. front WI’: her
A.M. and Ph.D. from Radeliffe
College.
Dr. Ernest L. Inwood, assistant
professor received his B.A. at the
University of Nevada and his Ph.D.
from the University of California.
Among his varied positions, Dr.
Inwood has been budget director
for Fortune, Fulbright professor
at the University of Rangoon,
Burma, and chairman of the economics department at the University of Nevada.
Reuben H. Krolick, lecturer, was
graduated with a B.S. and M.A.
from the University of Chicago.
Dr. Thomas C. Thomas, parttime lecturer received his Ka and
Ph.D. from MIT, where he was
also an instructor. He has also
been a lecturer at George Washington University and Stanford.

Student in ’Look’
Joan Toomey, SJS home economics major was pictured recently in Look magazine. In the
article "The Class of ’68," which
appeared in the September 22 issue, Miss Toomey is quoted in reference to the image left on collegebound students by the late President, John F. Kennedy.
The article was a crass-country
report on the outlooks and pressures that shape the minds of this
year’s freshman class, 20 per cent
and, aclarger than last
cording to the article, better prepared than ever for the task that
awaits them.

Lots of labs, lectures, leisure these slacks still stay pressed I
Tailored in 50.,. Dacron polyest,

THEY’RE NEW "DACRON" --ORION"41 New, Ultramatic slacks
by Haggai’, F.Aen in the rain, they never lose that knife-edge
crease ... always stay in great shape! They won’t bag at the
knees ... wrinkle behind the knees, at the waist or other
points of stress. Wash or dry clean them ... they’re beautiful either way. And wear? We wonder if it’s possible to wear
them out. And Haggar Slacks just fit better ... naturally. 10.95
eCN tone, Rag. 1.141.

. orlon acrylic.

Ultramatic

BUY HAGGAS ULTKAMATle SLACKS AT:

PAUSON’S
San Jose
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Hi, Spartans . . .
Welcome Back
We are ready to serve YOU
at 11w
Spevi&m., BookAtino,
feiyht on Conpu4"
Purpose

Campus Service Center

The Spartan Bookstore and Spartan Cafeteria are min
profit enterprises operated for the benefit of San Jose Stale
College students and faculty. The bookstore carries all books
and supplies needed by students and the cafeteria provides
meals and fountain service. These operations are under the
iorisdiction of Spartan Shops. Incorporated.

Returning students know and new students will soon realize
that time-savers, short-cuts, and habits of convenience are a
few things to really be appreciated. You can save a lot of wear
and tear on yourself and be able to get things done simply and
quickly when you take advantage of the many services offered
at the Spartan Bookstore.

Why Spartan Book?

At the Spartan Bookstore you can subscribe to almost any
magazine in print, many of which are available at special student rates. This is just one of the many services offered by the
Spartan Bookstore, Right on Campus. Here are some others
that might interest you: at the service counter on the main
floor you can have pen repaired. film developed. 1171.4S rings
made to order, address labels printed, pictures and documents
laminated. rubber stamps made to order, slide rules repaired,
gifts wrapped. and trophies made to order and engraved.

Spartan Shops, Inc.
.,:p;intao shops. Incorporaicd. it non-profit California corl...
am. was formed on June 7, 1956. All the assets,
hosines. of the predecessor organization, Spartan SI
,,,,re transform! to Spartan Shops, Incorporated, effect ii
August 1. 1956. pursuant to a resolution adopted by the Board
on October 11. 1956. The Board of Directors of Spartan Shops.
Incorporated, consists of seven or more faculty representative,.
..1.1 four or more student representatives. This Board is responHie for operational policies of the bookstore and the cafeteria
Board also makes recommendations for the disbursement
ot any surplus from the operations. A surplus. if any, can I.,
r,turned to the Associated Students in the form of a direct
attribution to their General Fund and processed through the
silent Council. or may be used for remodeling, renovating cm’with operations under the jurisdiction
aistruction
the Board.
ml

The Old Bookstore and Fountain
the bookstore is attout as old as the college itself. In
the store was located in Room 5 in Tower Hall. At that
ii’. it was known as the "Cooperative Store." In the late
the store was moved to larger quarters in a frante build
on lima of the area now occupied by the college mainte
awe shops. A small fountain was added to the bookstore
ion.
In 19:17 when the old Carnegie Library at the corner of 4th
.r.1 San Fernando Streets was acquired, the bookstore and
aintain were enlarged and moved into the basement of that
Ialding. The name of the operation was changed to "Spartan
1,1i." The building was called the Student Union, In January.
the bookstore was moved from the basement of the Stu
’-tit Union into is "tin shack" located on a part of the ground
1,ay 111.0114.11 to an addition to the library. The fountain Was
,waxiriVri and occupied the entire basement of the Student

The New Spartan Bookstore
ii
mm m,it 11,:11110 ,I0 011,111U, t hilt the book ot
,.lactors were highly inadequate. The "over-the-counter" style
operation was outmoded. Also, the Board anticipated the
on occupied by the store building being taken over by a
’ i.ttry addition. Consequently, proceeds from the bookstore and
,aintain operations were allowed to accumulate and were di’ sited in local Banks and Building and Loan Companies in
order to equip, stock and build a new bookstore.
In March of 1955, construction of the new Spartan Book.
tore was started. The store was designed to be a self-service
,,,ration. It was opened for business at the beginning of the
ill semester in September. 1955. The building, sales fixtures,
titre equipment and incidentals cost approximately $103,000
In the Spring of 1957, construction was started on the
Alton of the second floor to the Bookstore. Actually, the
aird had anticipated tickling the second floor about 1960 but
’he response to the new store and self-serviec operation WAS
outstanding that the second floor became necessary. The
,aistruction and installation of fixtures were completed in
.eptember of 1957. The construction, sales fixtures, and equipent cost approximately $81.795. It was necessary to borrow
.iiproximately $60,000 to complete construction and pay for an
alditional stock of merchandise.
As of this date, the entire bookstore building, all fixtures
,ad the stock of merchandise are paid for in full and there is
.sh on hand for operating purpose. Spartan Shops. Incorpo.
.test, are not .am.aimbered by outstanding loans of any type

Board of Directors’ Meetings
Boatd of Directors of :-;partan S’hop. In1, Ming ol
, a atm’. :re open to all members of the Associated Student,
or
questions
are welcome and may be brought.
suggestions
Ait
before the Board by the student or students in person or
through their student representatives on the Board.
As of this date, Spartan Shops, Inc.. have a cash reserve
is In savings aecounts In I/./C111 Ranks and building and
I..an companies. The board has committeed $400.000 of reserve
lands to the new College Union. In addition, a substantial
amount will be channeled to the College Union operation an.
/many.

rxi
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Right

011 GIMIMS

In the Book Nook on the main floor you will find the finest
Paperback Book selection in the area. Also in this department
you can purchase the New York Times, which is flown in daily,
as well as French. German, and British newspapers.
The Magazine Rack carries a popular selection of 11.5.,
French, German and Russian publications.

aster Service

On the second floor of the Spartan Bookstore Sine will fitel
the largest stock of test books, new and used in the area
College Outlines, Dictionaries, Teaching Aids and nefere111,
Books are also ’twitted on this floor. Most books in print may be
speeial ordered at the Text Book department office.

[x] 25% Savings on Used B0018,
Largest Supply in This Area

E

Money-Back Guarantee I oil
(With Cash Register INercipi

[1] Fully Air-Conditionegl

1’11111

The Art and Engineering student will find a store within
a store devoted to and well shocked with every Art. and Engitiering stimily need.
Every effort is made by the Staff and Management of the
Spartan Bookstore to Sell’e each customer with Courtesy.
Speed, Efficiency and Erflr11/111y.
1111’ store has only 1111e 1.0:1S011 tot witstence
,ervire to the students and staff.
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May we serve you?

BL0OTTERSO K

FREE B

v&E R
COVERS

SpaittAvn,Bookitine.

That’s Why!
Si_wir&pt,nrwiuilme,
"eiyht oft Campu4"
hid

nil!"

